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RESOLUTION NO.

[Board Response - Civil Grand Jury Report - Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath]

2
3

Resolution responding to the Presiding Judge of the Superior Court on the findings

4

and recommendations contained in the 2020-2021 Civil Grand Jury Report, entitled

5

“Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath;” and urging the Mayor to cause the

6

implementation of accepted findings and recommendations through her department

7

heads and through the development of the annual budget.

8
9

WHEREAS, Under California Penal Code, Section 933 et seq., the Board of

10

Supervisors must respond, within 90 days of receipt, to the Presiding Judge of the Superior

11

Court on the findings and recommendations contained in Civil Grand Jury Reports; and

12

WHEREAS, In accordance with California Penal Code, Section 933.05(c), if a finding or

13

recommendation of the Civil Grand Jury addresses budgetary or personnel matters of a

14

county agency or a department headed by an elected officer, the agency or department head

15

and the Board of Supervisors shall respond if requested by the Civil Grand Jury, but the

16

response of the Board of Supervisors shall address only budgetary or personnel matters over

17

which it has some decision making authority; and

18

WHEREAS, Under San Francisco Administrative Code, Section 2.10(a), the Board of

19

Supervisors must conduct a public hearing by a committee to consider a final report of the

20

findings and recommendations submitted, and notify the current foreperson and immediate

21

past foreperson of the civil grand jury when such hearing is scheduled; and

22

WHEREAS, In accordance with San Francisco Administrative Code, Section 2.10(b),

23

the Controller must report to the Board of Supervisors on the implementation of

24

recommendations that pertain to fiscal matters that were considered at a public hearing held

25

by a Board of Supervisors Committee; and
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WHEREAS, The 2020-2021 Civil Grand Jury Report, entitled “Van Ness Avenue: What

1
2

Lies Beneath” (“Report”) is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File

3

No. 210702, which is hereby declared to be a part of this Resolution as if set forth fully herein;

4

and
WHEREAS, The Civil Grand Jury has requested that the Board of Supervisors respond

5
6

to Finding Nos. F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12, F13, and F14, as well as

7

Recommendation Nos. R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, and R11 contained in the

8

subject Report; and
WHEREAS, Finding No. F1 states: “The delays in completion of the Van Ness BRT

9
10

Project were caused primarily by avoidable setbacks in replacement of the water and sewer

11

infrastructure;” and
WHEREAS, Finding No. F2 states: “The potential impact of utility replacement on the

12
13

cost and duration of the overall project was given insufficient consideration in the initial

14

planning process;” and
WHEREAS, Finding No. F3 states: “The potential impact of utility replacement was

15
16

known to City engineers to be a major risk but was only considered a moderate risk and

17

assigned no mitigation strategy in the official risk register;” and

18

WHEREAS, Finding No. F4 states: “Project timelines could not be estimated accurately

19

because documents did not reflect the extent and location of underground utilities accurately;”

20

and

21

WHEREAS, Finding No. F5 states: “The evaluation rubric for preconstruction contract

22

bids weighted cost too heavily, as compared to technical expertise, even after project-specific

23

legislation allowed for a lower weight to be assigned to cost;” and

24
25

WHEREAS, Finding No. F6 states: “Practical work during preconstruction that could
have derisked the subsequent construction phase of the project was insufficient;” and
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1

WHEREAS, Finding No. F7 states: “Review of preconstruction deliverables did not

2

sufficiently measure the contractor’s preparedness for construction, which resulted in both

3

inaccurate cost estimates and timelines;” and

4

WHEREAS, Finding No. F8 states: “The effectiveness of the CMGC contract was

5

greatly reduced because the general contractor was brought into the design process too late;”

6

and

7

WHEREAS, Finding No. F9 states: “Underspecification in technical requirements led to

8

additional costs for work that could have been predicted and included in the original contract;”

9

and

10

WHEREAS, Finding No. F10 states: “Contention over underspecified or unclear

11

contract terms and technical requirements led to a deterioration in the relationship between

12

the City and Walsh, the general contractor;” and

13

WHEREAS, Finding No. F11 states: “The removal of Synergy, the underground

14

subcontractor, from the project, partially as a result of poor cost estimates, contributed to the

15

deterioration of the relationship between Walsh, the general contractor, and the City;” and

16

WHEREAS, Finding No. F12 states: “The contentious relationship between Walsh, the

17

general contractor, and the City made it difficult to resolve problems as they arose, despite

18

close collaboration being one of the potential advantages of the CMGC contract;” and

19

WHEREAS, Finding No. F13 states: “Lack of an in-the-field point of contact between

20

Walsh and the City during early stages of construction led to delays and increased costs on

21

the project;” and

22

WHEREAS, Finding No. F14 states: “Confusion related to the contractual requirements

23

for pedestrian monitoring contributed to the deterioration of the relationship between Walsh,

24

the general contractor, and the City;” and

25
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1

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R1 states: “By June 2022, the City should adopt a

2

policy that all capital project feasibility plans include an itemized assessment of risks to project

3

timelines and costs, which must be accompanied with specific procedures that will be

4

undertaken to mitigate those risks early in the project;” and

5

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R2 states: “By June 2022, the City should adopt a

6

policy that all capital project sponsors publish, before proceeding to the construction phase,

7

an itemized assessment of derisking activities actually performed;” and

8

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R3 states: “By June 2022, the Board of Supervisors

9

and SFPUC should review and update policies and regulations to ensure that detailed as-built

10

documentation of both private and public utilities is filed after all underground projects

11

(whether undertaken by SFPUC, another City agency, or a private enterprise), with sufficient

12

resolution and precision to allow accurate design of any future work;” and

13

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R4 states: “The Board of Supervisors should direct

14

all City departments to adopt a policy that all projects that involve underground work in the

15

City’s main corridors include, as part of the design process, the use of exploratory potholing,

16

or another equivalent industry best-practice to identify unknown underground obstructions

17

adhering to CI/ASCE 38-02 (“Standard Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of Existing

18

Subsurface Utility Data“) Quality Level A. This policy should take effect for all contracts signed

19

after January 1, 2022, and the work should be required to be performed before final

20

construction terms or prices are agreed to;” and

21

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R5 states: “By June 2022, and before entering into

22

future CMGC relationships, the Board of Supervisors should direct all City departments to

23

adopt, publish, and enforce in all future contracts industry-standard best practices for

24

management of CMGC projects;” and

25
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1

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R6 states: “The adopted CMGC management policy

2

should specifically include the industry best practice of awarding the contract before project

3

design continues past 30% completion;” and

4

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R7 states: “By June 2022, the Board of Supervisors

5

should amend Section 6.68 of the Administrative Code to remove the mandatory cost criterion

6

in awarding CMGC contracts;” and

7

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R8 states: “SFMTA should establish a policy for

8

review of technical quality of preconstruction and design deliverables, to be used in all CMGC

9

or design contracts signed after January 2022, including in-the-field validation of key

10
11

assumptions of site conditions by City engineers;” and
WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R9 states: “Beginning January 1, 2022, SFMTA

12

should assign to every CMGC project a dedicated in-the-field contractor liaison to facilitate

13

collaborative problem resolution, and sufficient support staff to monitor actual progress and

14

site conditions;” and

15

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R10 states: “By June 2022, the City should adopt a

16

policy that any public communication about a planned or in-progress capital project that

17

includes disruption of public services or right-of-way should include itemized assessments of

18

risk to projected costs and duration;” and

19

WHEREAS, Recommendation No. R11 states: “Beginning immediately, and in all

20

future capital or maintenance projects that require pedestrian monitors, the City should ensure

21

that associated costs are either specifically included in the primary construction contract, or

22

explicitly planned for and funded by the City, before construction begins;” and

23

WHEREAS, In accordance with California Penal Code, Section 933.05(c), the Board of

24

Supervisors must respond, within 90 days of receipt, to the Presiding Judge of the Superior

25

Court on Finding Nos. F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11, F12, F13, and F14, as
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1

well as Recommendation Nos. R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, and R11 contained

2

in the subject Report; now, therefore, be it

3

RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge of the

4

Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F1 for reason as follows:

5

________________; and, be it

6

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

7

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F2 for reason as follows:

8

________________; and, be it

9

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

10

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F3 for reason as follows:

11

________________; and, be it

12

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

13

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F4 for reason as follows:

14

________________; and, be it

15

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

16

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F5 for reason as follows:

17

________________; and, be it

18

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

19

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F6 for reason as follows:

20

________________; and, be it

21

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

22

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F7 for reason as follows:

23

________________; and, be it

24
25
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1

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

2

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F8 for reason as follows:

3

________________; and, be it

4

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

5

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F9 for reason as follows:

6

________________; and, be it

7

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

8

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F10 for reason as follows:

9

________________; and, be it

10

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

11

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F11 for reason as follows:

12

________________; and, be it

13

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

14

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F12 for reason as follows:

15

________________; and, be it

16

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

17

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F13 for reason as follows:

18

________________; and, be it

19

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports to the Presiding Judge

20

of the Superior Court that they _______ with Finding No. F14 for reason as follows:

21

________________; and, be it

22
23
24
25

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R1 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R2 ________________________________; and, be it
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R3 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R4 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R5 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R6 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R7 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R8 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R9 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R10 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors reports that Recommendation
No. R11 ________________________________; and, be it
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Board of Supervisors urges the Mayor to cause the

20

implementation of the accepted findings and recommendations through her department heads

21

and through the development of the annual budget.

22
23
24
25
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Van Ness Avenue:
What Lies Beneath
JUNE 2021

City and County of San Francisco
Civil Grand Jury | 2020–2021

1

About the Civil Grand Jury
The Civil Grand Jury is a government oversight panel of volunteers who serve for one
year. It makes findings and recommendations resulting from its investigations.
Reports of the Civil Grand Jury do not identify individuals by name. Disclosure of
information about individuals interviewed by the jury is prohibited.
California Penal Code, section 929.
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Bebo White
Thomas Yankowski

To learn more about the Civil Grand Jury, visit: https://civilgrandjury.sfgov.org/
2
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Executive Summary
The Van Ness Corridor Transit Improvement Project (Van Ness Project) and the delays it has
incurred illustrate organizational shortcomings the City and County of San Francisco (the City)
faces in delivering major public works projects. In particular:
1. Planning and design processes failed to capture the scope of the project adequately.
2. Contracting processes failed to instill accountability.
3. Ongoing project management failed to remediate problems efficiently and effectively.
These shortcomings created opportunities for mistakes years before breaking ground and
throughout the construction process, and many of them were foreseeable and avoidable.
The City should take action to address these shortcomings to prevent similar failures in future
projects.

Background
The Van Ness Avenue corridor serves as both a vital connector of San Francisco
neighborhoods and a regional link for travel between Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo
Counties. Van Ness Avenue is one of the busiest north-south corridors in the City, spanning
two miles from Lombard Street to Mission Street. In 2003, 75% of San Francisco voters
approved Proposition K, a sales tax to provide rapid transit service on Van Ness Avenue.1
In September 2013, the Board of Supervisors, acting as the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority Commission, unanimously approved the Van Ness Bus Rapid Transit
Project (BRT), the core of the Van Ness Project. The overall cost to revive this aging corridor is
approximately $346 million.

1

Department of Elections, “November 4, 2003 Consolidated Municipal Election,” City and County of

San Francisco, https://sfelections.sfgov.org/results-summary-nov-2003

4

Figure 1 below illustrates the location of the project:
Figure 1. Location of Van Ness BRT

The stated goals of the project were to:

2

•

Improve the level of service for existing transit passengers

•

Establish an efficient north-south link in San Francisco’s transit network

•

Create an identity of the Van Ness corridor through landscaping and urban design that
integrates transit infrastructure with adjacent land uses

•

Develop standards for implementing Bus Rapid Transit Services citywide2
San Francisco County Transportation Authority, Van Ness BRT Feasibility Study, Section 1.1. PDF file.

https://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/2019-02/Van%20Ness%20BRTFeasibilityStudy_Dec_2006.pdf

5

Bus Rapid Transit is designed to have better capacity and reliability than a conventional
bus system. The system includes roadways that are dedicated to buses and gives priority to
buses at intersections where they interact with other traffic. Design features of the system are
intended to reduce delays caused by passengers boarding or leaving buses or paying fares.
It combines the capacity and speed of a rail transit system with the flexibility, lower cost, and
simplicity of a bus system.
Upon breaking ground in 2016, the project was expected to be completed by the end of
2019. This timeline included a complete replacement and movement of underground utilities,
but shortly after breaking ground, many issues with this replacement were discovered. As of
the release date of this report, the expected completion date has been extended into 2022.
The Civil Grand Jury’s interest in examining the Van Ness Project stemmed from the continued
delay. This is not the first major transportation project in San Francisco to experience such a
significant delay, and the Jury’s investigation sought to identify any underlying deficiencies in
the process that could be remedied for future projects.

Methodology
The Civil Grand Jury (the Jury) traced the history of the Van Ness Project from inception to
current status, including a review of various plans, studies, environmental impact reports, and
funding sources. The Jury held a series of interviews with City officials and employees from
various departments. Non-City employees involved in the project in various capacities were
invited to respond to inquiries as well.
The Jury also reviewed numerous public documents related to the project, including board
meeting minutes, the City’s Capital Plan, contracts and contract modifications, and various
directives and memoranda of understanding. This included an examination of more detailed
project documents provided by interviewees, such as utility drawings, maps, timelines,
and specifications. Further guidance from various state, federal, and private sources of
information, such as earlier Civil Grand Jury reports, as well as industry standards for
construction, contracting, and underground work, and safety protocols for infrastructure
projects were also reviewed.
All of these sources of information were used to validate and verify statements made during
interviews to provide a detailed view of the history and timeline of the project. Facts that the
Jury could corroborate from multiple sources were then used to determine the findings and
recommendations included in this report.
For purposes of reviewing project costs, the Jury considered both the initial construction
contract, originally valued at $193 million, and the full project budget, originally estimated at
$309 million, which includes internal costs, allocation from budget contingencies, and other
items. The full project budget is presented in Appendix A.
6

Discussion
The Van Ness Project is a case study in how mistakes can compound through the course of a
major project. For purposes of this investigation, the Jury reviewed the history of the project
in three phases:
1. Project planning and design, between 2004 and 2014
2. Contracting and preconstruction, between 2014 and 2016
3. Construction, since 2016
The City missed multiple opportunities throughout the first two phases to identify and
minimize the risks inherent in a project of this complexity and magnitude. These misses
resulted in significant delays during the third phase.
Missed opportunities include the following:
•

Project design—the impacts of key design decisions were not explored adequately

•

Contracting—the contracting process did not value technical expertise sufficiently

•

Preconstruction—the preconstruction deliverables were not established and evaluated
appropriately

These missed opportunities impacted the construction phase adversely, to the point that the
City was unable to manage the project effectively after ground was broken.
As a result of these missteps, the total cost of the project has increased from $309 million
(including $28 million of contingency budgets) to a current estimate of $346 million, an
increase of 12% overall and 23% exclusive of contingencies. This cost increase includes both
construction costs (additions to the primary contract) and ongoing costs incurred directly by
the City as a result of the extended project timelines (e.g., dedicated personnel costs). The
duration of construction has also increased from three years to nearly six years.

Project Planning and Design
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) has told the public repeatedly that
aged underground utilities caused the project delays. While this is technically true, it fails to
acknowledge that adequate assessment of the utilities during the planning and design phase
of the project would have resulted in a more accurate project timeline and would have avoided setting unrealistic completion dates. Despite extensive study and analysis on the project
as a whole, design choices for the Van Ness BRT were made without adequate knowledge of
Van Ness Avenue’s subsurface infrastructure.

7

Initial Feasibility and Project Design
The Van Ness Project was part of the 1995 Four Corridor Plan3 created by the San Francisco
County Transportation Authority Commission, and Proposition K’s specified expenditure plan
included Bus Rapid Transit on Van Ness Avenue.4 After passage of Proposition K in 2003, the
SFMTA began formal planning for the project.
While multiple City agencies participated in the Van Ness Project, SFMTA became the
formal project owner. SFMTA completed their feasibility study in 2006 followed by a draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR)5 in 2011. This draft report identified three possible
designs:6
1. Side-lane BRT with street parking
2. Center-lane BRT with right-side boarding and dual medians
3. Center-lane BRT with left-side boarding and a single median
Design options were circulated for public review and comment over a seven-week period
in 2011. As part of the approval process for the Environmental Impact Report, the National
Environmental Policy Act requires selection of a Locally Preferred Alternative, and the center
lane right-side boarding design was selected. As a result of the public review and comment
period, the chosen design was modified slightly from one of the draft design options.
Once the design selection was made, it was incorporated into the final Environmental Impact
Report which was approved in 2013. This design choice would have significant implications
for the project.
Impact of Center-Lane BRT Design
Construction was scheduled to begin in October 2016 with substantial completion by
October 2019, but the choice of the center-lane BRT rendered the original project timeline
infeasible before construction even began. Water and sewer lines were located in the center
of Van Ness Avenue, and if they were left in place below the BRT lanes, future maintenance
on these lines could not be performed without significant disruption to BRT service.

3

San Francisco County Transportation Authority, The Four Corridor Plan, PDF file. https://ia800400.

us.archive.org/21/items/fourcorridorplan95sanf/fourcorridorplan95sanf.pdf
4

City and County of San Francisco, Legal Text of Proposition K, PDF file. http://www.amlegal.com/

pdffiles/sanfran/2003-11-04-PropK.pdf
5

Environmental impact assessments ensure that considerations of possible environmental impacts of

a proposed project are considered and mitigated. The report is a technical tool that identifies, predicts, and
analyzes impact on the physical environment as well as social, cultural, and health impacts.
6

Both the National Environmental Policy Act and the California Environmental Quality Act require

consideration of a range of reasonable alternatives, including a no-build alternative.
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Future maintenance would be complicated because:
1. In order to perform repairs and maintenance on the water and sewer lines, technicians
would have to dig through the newly-constructed BRT lanes, and this would take the BRT
out of service.
2. The overhead contact system7 would need to be deenergized or removed temporarily
due to Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements for a 20-foot
overhead clearance when working near a power line.8
The overhead contact system is illustrated in Figure 2 below. The Van Ness BRT buses will run
on electrical power, and the lines supplying the power to the buses are located directly above
the BRT lanes. With the side-lane BRT design, the electrical lines would also be on the side, and
work on the original water and sewer lines under the center median could be performed without
affecting the overhead lines.
Figure 2. Overhead Contact System in a Center-Lane BRT Design9

Utilities

BRT roadway

Bus power

These two complications thrust the Water, Power, and Sewer divisions of the San Francisco
Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) into a larger role in the overall project. SFPUC’s work plan
at the time included maintenance of the water system, but there was no near-term plan for
maintenance or replacement of the sewer lines.
7

The overhead lines and wires used to transmit electrical energy to buses.

8

Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Laws and Regulations, Standard 1926.1408, https://www.

osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1926/1926.1408
9

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, Construction Phases, https://www.sfmta.com/projects/

van-ness-improvement-project

9

Had the side-lane BRT design been selected, there would not have been an immediate need
to move both the water and sewer lines. SFMTA determined, however, that the long-term goals
of the Van Ness Project would be better achieved through the center-lane design, despite the
need to move the existing water and sewer lines. Long-term benefits of the center-lane design
include elimination of conflicts with right-turning vehicles and bicycles, exclusive signaling for
transit vehicles, and improvement of pedestrian crossings through breaking up the wide street.
Additionally, improved access to underground utilities located under the side lanes will make
SFPUC repairs and maintenance less disruptive to traffic in the future. So while the side-lane
BRT would have prevented the subsequent issues with the underground infrastructure, SFMTA
determined that it would have reduced the benefits of the BRT considerably.
Ultimately, SFMTA’s selection of the center-lane design required relocation of the water and
sewer infrastructure, and this complication was not addressed adequately during the planning
process. While the 2006 feasibility study mentioned the center location of the sewer lines,10 it
did not acknowledge that the sewer lines would need to be moved to allow for future repairs
and maintenance.
Another oversight in the planning and design process was that the status of the underground
infrastructure was largely unknown. The critical resource for underground work is a utility
map which shows the location and identification of pipes, lines, and cables buried below
the ground. Determining the accuracy of the utility map is a key component in planning a
large-scale construction project like Van Ness. There are multiple ways to identify what is
underground, such as potholing, ground-penetrating radar, and simply walking along the street
and noting critical indicators, such as manhole covers. This assessment did not occur during
the planning phase of the project, and much of it was not even done until after construction
actually started.
Methods for Derisking the Underground Work
Derisking is the process of making a project more predictable by reducing the possibility
that something can go wrong. In a construction project of this complexity and magnitude,
derisking should begin as early in the process as possible. In regard to the underground work
in particular, there are three methods of derisking that could have been performed during
planning and design. These include:
1. Potholing
2. Ground-penetrating radar
3. Surface inspection

10

San Francisco County Transportation Authority, Van Ness BRT Feasibility Study, Section 2.4.1. PDF file.

https://www.sfcta.org/sites/default/files/2019-02/Van%20Ness%20BRTFeasibilityStudy_Dec_2006.pdf
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Potholing is the practice of digging a series of test holes to expose underground utilities in
order to ascertain their horizontal and vertical locations. This practice is generally viewed as
an essential phase of underground construction and is a critical step in assessing the accuracy
of utility maps. It is most useful when performed during the planning and design phases of a
construction project. SFPUC requested exploratory potholing well in advance of construction,
a standard practice on their own projects, but it did not occur during the planning phase for
the Van Ness Project.
Ground-penetrating radar is a less-invasive means of assessing the accuracy of utility maps.
This method uses radar pulses to image the subsurface and is particularly useful in identifying
underground utilities. While ground-penetrating radar was done eventually, it was well after
construction started and only after it became evident that the utility maps were inaccurate.
Surface inspection is a third method for determining accuracy of the utility map. This includes
walking up and down the road and comparing the utility indicators, such as manhole covers
or removable plates, to the map. For example, a significant finding during construction was a
large Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) vault located between Vallejo Street and Pacific Avenue.
This vault was not identified on the City’s utility map. However, this could have been identified
as an inaccuracy on the map by walking along the street, seeing a manhole cover, and noting
that it was not on the map.
Extensive assessment of the utility map during the planning process, using any method,
would have yielded a more accurate project plan.

Contracting and Preconstruction
In recent years, the Construction Manager/General Contractor (CMGC) model has gained
traction as an approach to manage increasingly complex public-sector construction projects.
Multiple modes of transportation have entered roadways, cities have become more densely
populated, infrastructure has aged, and regulations have become more stringent. The CMGC
engagement model is intended to drive innovation, improve design quality, control costs, and
optimize construction schedules by introducing expert input at all stages of the project while
also providing continuity in the form of a single contractor relationship.
The CMGC process includes two phases:
1. Design and preconstruction
2. Construction
During the design and preconstruction phase, the contractor partners with the project
owner to identify risks, refine the project design and schedule, and provide cost projections.
Once the design and preconstruction phase is complete, the contractor and project owner
negotiate a price for the construction contract, and the construction phase begins, with the
same contractor typically serving as the contractor during the construction period.
11

The City began using the CMGC model in 2007, specifically with building projects undertaken
by San Francisco Public Works, including the Academy of Sciences and the rebuild of San
Francisco General Hospital. In fact, the 2014–15 Civil Grand Jury praised the City’s use
of the CMGC model to deliver major construction projects on time and within projected
budgets.11 Before the Van Ness Project, however, a CMGC contract had not been used on a
transportation infrastructure project or on any project that involved multiple City agencies.
SFMTA chose the CMGC model for the Van Ness Project even though they had not used
it before, and their inexperience with this type of contract led to the potential benefits
(stemming from the close relationship between the City and contractor) being minimized,
and the potential sticking points (stemming from a reliance on flexibility and good faith as
opposed to exacting specifications) being exacerbated.
In particular, industry best practices recommend engaging with the contractor as early
as possible in the design process, and preferably when the design is no more than 30%
complete. In the case of the Van Ness Project, City engineers continued design work while
the bidding process for the CMGC contractor was taking place, and the design was closer to
70% complete by the time the preconstruction contract was awarded. As a result, the selected
contractor had much less input into the project design than the CMGC approach intended,
thereby minimizing the advantages of this contract model.
Bidding and Contract Selection
A CMGC contract for design and preconstruction is awarded typically on either a
qualifications-based selection process or a best-value selection process. The industry standard
is the qualifications-based process, where construction cost is not a criterion for contract
selection.12 For the Van Ness Project, however, SFMTA used the best-value selection process.
The selection rubric provided a total of 180 possible points, where 120 were allocated to
technical qualifications and 60 were allocated to price.13 This allocation was, in fact, enough
to result in the selection of the bid that was not the most technically qualified.
SFMTA received preconstruction bids from two teams of contractors. Each team included
the general contractor as well as subcontractors that would be responsible for the largest
components of the project. Most notably, these teams included the subcontractors slated to
perform the underground utility work. Walsh Construction (Walsh), the eventual winner of the
preconstruction bid, included Synergy Project Management (Synergy) as their subcontractor
for the underground work.
11

City and County of San Francisco Civil Grand Jury, San Francisco’s City Construction Program: It Needs

Work. PDF file. https://civilgrandjury.sfgov.org/2014_2015/14-15_CGJ_Report_SF_Construction_Program_It_
Needs_Work_7_16_15.pdf
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Associated General Contractors of America and the National Association of State Facilities

Administrators, CM/GC Guidelines for Public Owners. PDF file. https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/Files/
Programs%20%26%20Industry%20Relations/CM_GC_Guidelines.pdf
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The cost bid included the contractor’s price for the preconstruction period as well as their fixed fee for

the construction period.
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Walsh scored lower in technical qualifications but submitted the lower bid in terms of
cost ($10.4 million in fixed fees versus $18.5 million). This $8.1 million difference in the
preconstruction cost bid was just enough to result in Walsh earning the overall higher score
on SFMTA’s rubric. Walsh was therefore awarded the preconstruction contract and ultimately
the entire construction contract, valued initially at $193 million. A summary of the scoring is
presented in Figure 3 below, and the full scoring is presented in Appendix B.
Figure 3. Preconstruction Bid Scoring
180
160

60
60

140
120
100

33.6

120

109.27
86.7

80
60
40
20
Possible Points

Walsh Bid
Cost

Competitor Bid

Technical Quality

SFMTA’s use of the best-value selection process resulted in selecting a contractor who was, in
SFMTA’s own evaluation, less technically qualified, based on a bid that comprised less than 5%
of the construction contract value and around 3% of the total project cost. Ironically, even this
“best-value” point allocation was only allowed through a special legislative allowance approved
by the Board of Supervisors.14 Outside of the Van Ness Project, the City’s Administrative Code
at the time required cost to be weighted at 65% or greater of the total scoring.15 While this
has since been amended to allow cost considerations to be weighted as low as 40%, this
requirement is still not in line with industry best practice.
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City and County of San Francisco, Ordinance 255-14, https://sfbos.org/ftp/uploadedfiles/bdsupvrs/ordi-

nances14/o0255-14.pdf
15

City and County of San Francisco, Administrative Code Section 6.68, https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/

codes/san_francisco/latest/sf_admin/0-0-0-2999#JD_6.68
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Preconstruction Processes and Deliverables
The expected outcome of the preconstruction phase was a defined set of deliverables
consisting of various design and timeline-projection artifacts as well as cost estimates for
the actual construction work. These deliverables did not, however, include significant onthe-ground derisking or validation as is expected in the industry.16 Given the inherent
risk associated with the underground work, based primarily on the complexity of the Van
Ness corridor and the age of the utilities, failure to include an accurate assessment of the
underground infrastructure during the preconstruction phase was another missed opportunity
for the City.
The possibility of undisclosed utilities was recognized during preconstruction via a risk
register, a tool used to identify potential risks, rank them, and determine mitigation strategies.
But undisclosed utilities were identified as only a moderate risk despite the relative age
and complexity of the Van Ness corridor. The City’s only accompanying mitigation strategy
was the allocation of additional contingency dollars.17 This was the last chance to introduce
potholing or an equivalent method that could have uncovered the reality of the underground
utility situation, but the cited mitigation strategy did not include any actual derisking work.
In fact, discrepancies of all magnitudes existed between the utility maps and the actual
underground infrastructure, and these were not discovered until construction began.
Walsh did complete the deliverables as they were defined. This included production of the
construction artifacts, a construction plan, and successful community outreach and permit
management. In particular, their work in dealing with the complexities of CalTrans policies was
extremely noteworthy.18 These are all valuable outputs of the CMGC model. Unfortunately,
these deliverables were insufficient to prepare for the work that was ahead. A summary of all
preconstruction deliverables is provided in Appendix C.
Walsh’s performance during the preconstruction phase was deemed sufficiently satisfactory
to proceed with the full construction contract. While the City could have put the construction
work out for a separate bid, it chose not to, as is customary with the CMGC model. After
negotiations, the City approved a modification to the preconstruction contract adding $193
million to its value and formally naming Walsh as the general contractor.19

16

American Society of Civil Engineers, Standard Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of Existing

Subsurface Utility Data. PDF file. http://www.dot.ga.gov/PartnerSmart/utilities/Documents/ASCE%2038-02.pdf
17

On a scale of zero to five, with zero being no risk and five being the highest risk, undisclosed utilities

were assigned the following: probability of occurring = 3, impact to cost = 2, and impact to schedule = 2.
18

A portion of Van Ness Avenue is part of US Route 101, and thus under the jurisdiction of CalTrans which

must approve all work conducted on that section of the corridor.
19

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, Resolution No. 180821-115. PDF file. https://www.

sfmta.com/sites/default/files/agendaitems/2016/8-16-16%20Item%2011%20Contract%20Amendment%20-%20
Van%20Ness%20Project.pdf
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Construction Contract
An additional complication arose from the way that costs were shared between City
departments, and this resulted in a significant delay to the project. Although SFPUC is the
owner of the underground utilities, it was not involved sufficiently in the decisions made
during the contracting phases of the project. SFMTA, as the project owner, entered into the
construction contract on behalf of itself and SFPUC.
After the contract was signed, SFMTA entered into a cost-sharing arrangement with SFPUC.
Under the terms of the arrangement, SFPUC became responsible for an estimated $54 million
of the project costs related to streetlight, water, and sewer replacement.20 Because of this
arrangement, SFPUC assumed a more prominent interest in directing how these funds would
be spent.
As noted previously, Walsh’s chosen subcontractor for the underground work was Synergy,
and this became a point of contention. SFPUC engineers had estimated the cost of the
underground work at $16 million. Synergy’s bid, however, was for $20 million, and the City
was unable to settle on a mutually acceptable price between SFPUC and Walsh for its chosen
subcontractor. Walsh decided to remove Synergy from the project and rebid the work rather
than agree to perform this work for $16 million. With construction ready to proceed, Walsh
was now without a subcontractor to perform this core work causing an immediate delay in the
project.
Unfortunately, this decision backfired. When the work was rebid, only one subcontractor
submitted a bid for the entirety of the underground work, and this bid was much higher than
Synergy’s $20 million bid. Left without any other choice, Walsh awarded the work to Ranger
at a cost of $30 million.21 This $10 million increase decimated Walsh’s expected profit on the
contract and set the stage for a series of disputes between Walsh and the City that took years
of disagreement, haggling, mediation, and legal action to resolve.
The delay in the start of construction while Walsh searched for a new subcontractor was
significant. Originally, the construction work on underground utilities was projected to begin
in February 2017, but it actually started in October 2017 due to this complication. Even
more devastating was the damage to the relationship between Walsh and the City, which ran
counter to the partnership the CMGC model intended to create.

20

City and County of San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Resolution 17-0234. PDF file. https://

sfpuc.sharefile.com/share/view/s0a2c9058d6941e7a
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Synergy became ineligible to rebid due to its inability to obtain sufficient bonding. Walsh covered the

bonding in the initial bid but not in the rebid.
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Construction
The result of the missteps in the planning, design, contracting, and preconstruction phases
became evident once construction began. Inadequate management of the project during
the construction phase further exacerbated these mounting issues, and avoidable problems
continued to plague the project. The issues became more and more difficult to resolve as a
result of the deteriorating relationship between Walsh and the City.
Construction Delays at the Outset
As discussed previously, the City failed to assess the underground infrastructure sufficiently,
so that as soon as Walsh broke ground, it became evident that some of the utility maps were
inaccurate. Once Walsh realized they could not rely on the utility maps, they approached the
City with a contract modification to perform potholing.
This became another significant point of contention, with the City arguing that potholing
was required per the contract and Walsh arguing that the needed potholing was much
more substantial than what was specified in the contract. The disagreement ultimately came
down to the technical specifications in the contract which used the terms “exploratory” and
“incidental” interchangeably.
This was resolved eventually through professional mediation and a contract modification, and
the time taken to resolve this dispute delayed the project further.
Differing site conditions were found on virtually every block of the project, to the point that
almost no work could be performed until the potholing disagreement was resolved. Walsh
proceeded with digging on each block in hopes of finding a zone where construction could
proceed. As a result, multiple blocks were torn up and the flow of traffic disrupted, but no
tangible progress was being made. This did not go unnoticed by the public, most notably
residents and businesses along the corridor.
As a stop-gap measure while mediation and negotiations were taking place, Walsh used
ground-penetrating radar to assist in identifying the location of the underground utilities.
While helpful, this was not an adequate substitute for advance potholing because the groundpenetrating radar was not sophisticated enough to distinguish between utility lines and
densely-packed soil.
Project Management
It is possible that the impact of the failures to foresee problems could have been
mitigated with effective and flexible project management once the problems actually
arose. Unfortunately, this did not happen. As a result of the now-contentious relationship
between Walsh and the City and a lack of in-the-field City presence during early phases of
construction, the City had difficulties managing shifting conditions within the parameters of
the CMGC contract.
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After the subcontractor re-bidding episode and resulting delays, Walsh had seen its profit
margin erased almost entirely by the time the project started and, therefore, was unwilling to
absorb further risk. When practical issues came up—for instance, when poorly-documented
utility lines were discovered—the contractor’s incentive was to pause work while it pursued
contract modifications to ensure compensation for the unplanned work. In turn, the City
generally allowed this to happen by focusing on adjudicating and upholding the letter of the
contract rather than prioritizing expeditious or creative workarounds.
Instead of the productive partnership with aligned incentives promised by a CMGC contract
model, the City and Walsh had lost trust in each other, and progress on the actual task at
hand was the casualty of their distraction. Compounding these problems, Walsh’s project
management team saw significant turnover in the early phases of the project, with three
different project managers at the helm between preconstruction and mid-2019. Between that
churn and the City not having a clear point person in the field, there was no opportunity for
personal trust to form at the individual level.
As arguments over specific technical complications accumulated, Walsh eventually requested
creation of a formal Dispute Resolution Board. Ongoing disagreements were eventually
resolved through the dispute resolution process, and only after both Walsh and the City
agreed to additional in-the-field support did construction begin proceeding at a reasonable
pace.
An additional failure in project management arose over the provision of pedestrian monitors.
Similar to the disagreement over potholing, the dispute over pedestrian monitors stemmed
from ambiguous language in the contract. The contract failed to make the appropriate
distinction between traffic flaggers and pedestrian monitors. One is focused on controlling
the flow of vehicles, and the other is focused on the safety of foot traffic. As a result, Walsh
was required to provide traffic flaggers per the contract but not pedestrian monitors.
During the negotiation of the construction contract, the City agreed to provide the pedestrian
monitors but then failed to do so. When the need for them became apparent for safety
reasons, Walsh provided the monitors and then sought a contract modification to be paid
for them. This is yet another disagreement that took years to resolve, and while it seems
relatively minor in relation to the entire project, it is another example of a disagreement that
could not be resolved in a timely manner.
Details of the construction contract and subsequent modifications are presented in Appendix
D.
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Final Project Timeline
Both the original timeline and the current projected timeline for the Van Ness Project are
presented in Figure 4 below, and the full timeline is presented in Appendix E.
Figure 4. Abridged Timeline of the Van Ness Improvement Project
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Conclusion
Given the importance and prominent visibility of the corridor, the Van Ness Project has been
watched closely by the public from its beginning. The ongoing delay in project completion
and the multiple reported completion dates have damaged the public’s confidence in SFMTA
to keep its promises. It is understandable that a project of this magnitude and complexity
would take many years to plan and construct. But the missteps during the planning and
preconstruction phases that eventually impacted construction adversely affected users of the
roadway as well as residents and businesses along the corridor.
The Jury identified multiple missed opportunities to predict the cost and duration of the
project accurately. Mistakes that happened early in the planning and design phases were
compounded as the project progressed. While it is true that the unexpected condition of
the underground infrastructure is the primary cause of the delay, more work could have been
done to anticipate what actually lay beneath the surface, and much of the delay could have
been avoided.
Although it is too late to correct these deficiencies on the Van Ness Project, the City should
take steps to ensure the same mistakes do not occur in the future. The Jury’s findings and
recommendations are listed below.
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Findings
F1.

The delays in completion of the Van Ness BRT Project were caused primarily by
avoidable setbacks in replacement of the water and sewer infrastructure.

F2.

The potential impact of utility replacement on the cost and duration of the overall
project was given insufficient consideration in the initial planning process.

F3.

The potential impact of utility replacement was known to City engineers to be a major
risk but was only considered a moderate risk and assigned no mitigation strategy in the
official risk register.

F4.

Project timelines could not be estimated accurately because documents did not reflect
the extent and location of underground utilities accurately.

F5.

The evaluation rubric for preconstruction contract bids weighted cost too heavily, as
compared to technical expertise, even after project-specific legislation allowed for a
lower weight to be assigned to cost.

F6.

Practical work during preconstruction that could have derisked the subsequent
construction phase of the project was insufficient.

F7.

Review of preconstruction deliverables did not sufficiently measure the contractor’s
preparedness for construction, which resulted in both inaccurate cost estimates and
timelines.

F8.

The effectiveness of the CMGC contract was greatly reduced because the general
contractor was brought into the design process too late.

F9.

Underspecification in technical requirements led to additional costs for work that could
have been predicted and included in the original contract.

F10. Contention over underspecified or unclear contract terms and technical requirements
led to a deterioration in the relationship between the City and Walsh, the general
contractor.
F11. The removal of Synergy, the underground subcontractor, from the project, partially
as a result of poor cost estimates, contributed to the deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general contractor, and the City.
F12. The contentious relationship between Walsh, the general contractor, and the City
made it difficult to resolve problems as they arose, despite close collaboration being
one of the potential advantages of the CMGC contract.
F13. Lack of an in-the-field point of contact between Walsh and the City during early stages
of construction led to delays and increased costs on the project.
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F14. Confusion related to the contractual requirements for pedestrian monitoring
contributed to the deterioration of the relationship between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

Recommendations
R1.

By June 2022, the City should adopt a policy that all capital project feasibility plans
include an itemized assessment of risks to project timelines and costs, which must be
accompanied with specific procedures that will be undertaken to mitigate those risks
early in the project.

R2.

By June 2022, the City should adopt a policy that all capital project sponsors publish,
before proceeding to the construction phase, an itemized assessment of derisking
activities actually performed.

R3.

By June 2022, the Board of Supervisors and SFPUC should review and update policies
and regulations to ensure that detailed as-built documentation of both private and
public utilities is filed after all underground projects (whether undertaken by SFPUC,
another City agency, or a private enterprise), with sufficient resolution and precision to
allow accurate design of any future work.

R4.

The Board of Supervisors should direct all City departments to adopt a policy that all
projects that involve underground work in the City’s main corridors include, as part of
the design process, the use of exploratory potholing, or another equivalent industry
best-practice to identify unknown underground obstructions adhering to CI/ASCE
38-02 (“Standard Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface
Utility Data“) Quality Level A. This policy should take effect for all contracts signed
after January 1, 2022, and the work should be required to be performed before final
construction terms or prices are agreed to.

R5.

By June 2022, and before entering into future CMGC relationships, the Board of
Supervisors should direct all City departments to adopt, publish, and enforce in all
future contracts industry-standard best practices for management of CMGC projects.

R6.

The adopted CMGC management policy should specifically include the industry
best practice of awarding the contract before project design continues past 30%
completion.
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R7.

By June 2022, the Board of Supervisors should amend Section 6.68 of the
Administrative Code to remove the mandatory cost criterion in awarding CMGC
contracts.

R8.

SFMTA should establish a policy for review of technical quality of preconstruction and
design deliverables, to be used in all CMGC or design contracts signed after January
2022, including in-the-field validation of key assumptions of site conditions by City
engineers.

R9.

Beginning January 1, 2022, SFMTA should assign to every CMGC project a dedicated
in-the-field contractor liaison to facilitate collaborative problem resolution, and
sufficient support staff to monitor actual progress and site conditions.

R10. By June 2022, the City should adopt a policy that any public communication about
a planned or in-progress capital project that includes disruption of public services
or right-of-way should include itemized assessments of risk to projected costs and
duration.
R11. Beginning immediately, and in all future capital or maintenance projects that require
pedestrian monitors, the City should ensure that associated costs are either specifically
included in the primary construction contract, or explicitly planned for and funded by
the City, before construction begins.
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Request for Responses
Pursuant to Penal Code sections 933 and 933.05, the Civil Grand Jury requests responses as
follows:
From these City agencies within 60 days:
•

From the Office of the Mayor:

		

Findings 		

		

Recommendations 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

•

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14

From the General Manager of San Francisco Public Utilities Commission:

		

Findings 		

		

Recommendations 1,2,3,4,5

•

1,2,3,4,6,8,9,11				

From the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission:

		

Findings 		

1,2,3,4,6,8,9,11				

		Recommendations 1,2,3,4,5
•

From the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency:

		

Findings		

		

Recommendations 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

•

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14

From the Office of the SFMTA Board of Directors:

		

Findings		

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14

		

Recommendations 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

From the following governing body within 90 days:
•

From the Board of Supervisors:

		

Findings		

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14

		

Recommendations 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

Invited Responses
The Civil Grand Jury invites responses from the below City agency as follows:
•

From San Francisco Public Works:

		Findings		1,2,3,5,6,8				
		Recommendations 1,2,4,5,6,7
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Appendix A
Total Project Budget (At Beginning of Construction)
Description
Environmental phase
Civil engineering phase
Design phase

Amount
$6,000,000
8,900,000
17,800,000

Construction phase:
Construction contract
Contingency for design errors and omissions

193,000,000
1,200,000

Shared contingency

16,100,000

SFMTA-specific contingencies

10,500,000

Owner-furnished during construction

10,600,000

Owner soft costs during construction:
SFMTA/SFPW project/construction management
SFMTA/SFPW engineering support
SFMTA operations

7,100,000
400,000

SFMTA outreach

1,000,000

Consultant services

1,500,000

Bus substitution

8,000,000

Startup and testing

2,200,000

Buses

4,000,000

Total project budget

22
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21,100,000

$309,400,000

This was the working budget until the contingency funds were exhausted. As of the release date of this

report, the expected total project budget has increased to $345,900,000. This is largely the result of additional
owner soft costs incurred from the project delay.
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Appendix B
Preconstruction Bid Scoring

Proposer

Written Proposal

Oral Presentation

Price

Total

90

30

60

180

Walsh Construction

69.53

17.17

60

146.70

Van Ness Corridor Constructors

82.27

27

33.6

142.87

Available Points

Per the Request for Proposals, SFMTA assigned a score of 60 to the lowest proposed price. Total points for the other proposer
were calculated by dividing the higher price into the lowest price in order to determine a percentage. That percentage was then
multiplied by 60 in order to arrive at the points awarded for that higher price.
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Appendix C
Preconstruction Deliverables

Task Order
Number

Task

Description

Supplemental Archeological
Mitigation Plan

Prepare a Supplemental Archeological Mitigation Plan acceptable to the
California State Historic Preservation Office.

Value Engineering Report

Provide, and submit a written report of value engineering and
constructability recommendations based on the 65% Design drawings in
Appendix P.1 [of the preconstruction contract] and the 95% final design
drawings.

Construction Plan

Submit a preliminary and a final Construction Plan to SFMTA. The
preliminary plan will be reviewed by all interested parties and used to
establish the final plan. In each plan, the CM/GC shall address proposed
construction phasing; staging; sequencing of work; duration of work
within work zones; field office needs; parking requirements during
construction; construction equipment storage and use of public roadways;
coordination of work with the public, including utility disruptions;
protection of private and public properties; dirt/debris mitigation; storm
water drainage management; temporary facilities; construction zone
pedestrian and vehicular traffic management, including signage; noise and
vibration control; work hours, including number of shifts and weekend
work; temporary road closures or detours; emergency vehicle provisions;
maintaining access to all properties; public and worker safety protections;
construction restrictions during special events; and security and
maintenance of construction work zones. The final plan will be used as a
basis for establishment of the Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) and the
management of the construction following Notice to Proceed (NTP)

Construction Recycling Plan

Submit a report in compliance with San Francisco’s construction recycling
ordinance, identifying materials that may be cost-effectively recycled
during construction, including an estimate of potential cost increases or
decreases from the baseline estimate (Recycling Plan).

11

Contracting Plan (SBE)

Work with SFMTA to finalize a Contracting Plan that maximizes
Small Business Enterprise (SBE) opportunities, in accordance with
the SBE program identified in Appendix B [of the preconstruction
contract]. Prepare for implementation of the SBE Trucking Set-Aside
program. Include a proposed management plan to oversee SBE program
implementation.

12

Long-Lead Items

Identify any long-lead items immediately after completion of 100% final
design so that the milestone schedule can be met.

Contracting Plan (Construction)

Work with SFMTA to finalize and submit a Contracting Plan for
accomplishment of all construction, including systems work. Recommend
packaging of the work to facilitate bidding and award of trade contracts.
The Contracting Plan shall at a minimum present the number of
packages, a description of the scope of work for each package, the
sequence and schedule for procurement, the Engineer’s Estimate for each
trade work package, and an outreach plan. With respect to work that
the CM/GC and Core Subcontractors will be performing, explain how
competitive pricing will be accomplished.

5

7

8

9

13
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Appendix C (continued)
Preconstruction Deliverables

Task Order
Number

Task

Description

CPM Schedule

Prepare, submit, and maintain for SFMTA approval a detailed, baseline,
cost-loaded Critical Path Method (CPM) schedule using Primavera 6
that can be integrated into the SFMTA’s Capital Projects Control System.
The schedule will be used for schedule management during design and
construction, and progress payments during construction.

16

Cost Estimate

Prepare and submit to SFMTA construction cost estimates of the 65% and
95% final design and construction documents. If SFMTA’s preliminary
construction cost estimate is exceeded, identify feasible cost-reducing
options, including projected cost savings offset with any additional design
costs, to bring construction costs within SFMTA’s budget.

17

Safety Plan

Prepare and submit for SFMTA approval a public and worker safety plan
(Safety Plan), in cooperation with and subject to approval by SFMTA’s
Safety Division, for use during construction.

18

QA/QC Plan

Prepare and submit for SFMTA approval a Project-specific Quality
Assurance Process/Quality Control Plan, in compliance with SFMTA’s
QA/QC program, for use during construction, as explained in the
Technical Specifications.

19

HazMat Plan

Prepare and submit for SFMTA approval a plan to handle both anticipated
and unanticipated hazardous materials that may be encountered during
construction (HazMat Plan).

20

Workforce Development Plan

Work with SFMTA to finalize a Workforce Development Plan in
accordance with SFMTA’s workforce training and hiring program
requirements, including a construction management trainee plan.

21

Stormwater Plan

Prepare and submit a plan to manage stormwater runoff during
construction in accordance with the requirements of all applicable federal,
state and local governing agencies, including Caltrans and the City’s PUC
(Stormwater Plan).

22

Safety Certification Plan

Work with SFMTA as requested to prepare a Safety Certification Plan for
use during and for closeout of construction.

Risk Management Plan

Work with SFMTA to prepare and submit a Risk Management Plan,
including risk identification, allocation and mitigation. This first draft of
the Plan shall be based on 65% drawings and the final draft shall be based
on 95% drawings. Review site conditions, site surveys, and soils reports.
Advise the SFMTA as to anticipated site challenges (other than those that
would properly be addressed through CM/GC means and methods) and
recommended mitigation measures.

14

23

28

Appendix D
Contract and Contract Modifications

Contract
Modification
Number

Date Approved

Original
Contract

Description

Preconstruction services

1

August 16, 2016

Construction services

2

August 21, 2018

Changes to Overhead Contact System and
trolley/light pole foundations

3

July 5, 2018

4

September 28, 2018

5

October 16, 2018

6

Dollar Amount

Additional Time

$800,000
$193,027,555

5 years

$4,463,161

0

$0

0

Revision to plan specifications for sewer,
water, landscaping, traction power,
streetlights, and roadway

$3,376,341

0

Traffic signal modifications

$2,606,044

0

April 13, 2019

Extra field work for various items,
specification changes to sewer system, and
amendment of DRB process

$4,013,224

0

7

July 16, 2019

Resolution of claims related to delays
resulting from water and sewer work

$4,819,650

279 days

8

August 20, 2019

Provision for potholing

$1,709,202

0

9

February 18, 2020

Design changes to sidewalk gradings and
catch basins

$633,003

0

10

May 19, 2020

Design changes to sewer, water, traction
power, sidewalk, and scheduling services

$2,187,655

0

11

July 24, 2020

Allowance for Safe Work Practices due to
COVID-19

$282,000

0

12

December 15, 2020

$2,589,381

0

Creation of Dispute Resolution Board
(DRB)

Provision for pedestrian monitors
Current contract cost with modifications

$220,507,216
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Appendix E
Project Timeline

23

Date

Description

November 2003

Proposition K is passed at the ballot

December 2006

Feasibility Study on Van Ness BRT completed

October 2011

Draft EIR released

May 2012

MTA Board officially chooses preferred design

September 2013

Final EIR approved

October 2014

MTA Board approves using CMGC contract model

July 2015

Walsh awarded preconstruction CMGC contract

August 2016

Walsh awarded construction contract modification

October 2016

Official “Notice to Proceed” given for construction

December 2016

Construction actually begins

February 2017

Construction to begin on underground utilities (original projection)23

October 2017

Construction actually begins on underground utilities

November 2018

Underground utility construction to finish (original projection)

October 2019

Substantial completion of construction (original projection)

Late 2019

Start of passenger service (original projection)

February 2021

Underground utility construction actually finishes

January 2022

Substantial completion of construction (current projection)

Early 2022

Start of passenger service (current projection)

Highlighted cells represent projections made at the time construction began.
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
2020-2021 CIVIL GRAND JURY
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contacts: Ellie Schafer, Foreperson, (415) 551-3635
Simone Manganelli, Committee Chairperson, (415) 551-3635

VAN NESS AVENUE: WHAT LIES BENEATH
San Francisco, CA, June 28, 2021 – Today, the 2020-21 San Francisco Civil Grand Jury released its report
on the Van Ness Improvement Project. The Jury’s interest in investigating the project stemmed from the
often-asked question: “Why is the Van Ness project taking so long?”
Conceived in 1995 and approved by voters in a bond measure in 2003, the Van Ness Project will be the first
of San Francisco’s planned Bus Rapid Transit systems. Spanning nearly two decades to design and build, the
promised start date has been pushed back repeatedly. Bus service is now slated to begin in 2022, three years
later than promised. The cost of the project has also increased to $346 million, $37 million over budget.
The City says the delays were driven by unexpected findings under the surface of Van Ness, but the Jury
found that better planning and investigation of the subsurface infrastructure prior to the start of construction
would have lessened the delays and cost overruns. The Jury further found that problems with the
construction contract led to numerous lengthy disputes between the City and the general contractor. Those
disputes halted numerous blocks of work on Van Ness. Additionally, inadequate management of the project
prevented issues from being resolved efficiently, further delaying actual construction progress.
The Jury’s report describes the underlying issues in planning, design, construction, and project management,
and provides recommendations for avoiding these issues in future transit projects.
The Superior Court selects 19 San Franciscans to serve year-long terms as Civil Grand Jurors. The Jury has
the authority to investigate City and County government by reviewing documents and interviewing public
officials and private individuals. At the end of its inquiries, the Jury issues reports of its findings and
recommendations. Agencies identified in the report must respond to these findings and recommendations
within either 60 or 90 days, and the Board of Supervisors conducts a public hearing on each Civil Grand Jury
report after those responses are submitted.
Civil Grand Jury reports may be viewed online at http://civilgrandjury.sfgov.org/report.html.
###

400 McAllister Street, Room 008, San Francisco, CA 94102 • 415.551.3635 • civilgrandjury.sfgov.org

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

DATE:

September 2, 2021

TO:

Members of the Board of Supervisors

FROM:
SUBJECT:

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. (415) 554-5184
Fax No. (415) 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. (415) 554-5227

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

for

2020-2021 Civil Grand Jury report, entitled
"Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath”

We are in receipt of the following required responses to the San Francisco Civil Grand Jury
report released June 28, 2021, entitled: “Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath.” Pursuant to
California Penal Code, Sections 933 and 933.05, named City Departments shall respond to the
report within 60 days of receipt, or no later than August 27, 2021.
For each finding, the Department response shall:
1) agree with the finding; or
2) disagree with it, wholly or partially, and explain why.
As to each recommendation, the Department shall report that:
1) the recommendation has been implemented, with a summary explanation; or
2) the recommendation has not been implemented but will be within a set timeframe as
provided; or
3) the recommendation requires further analysis. The officer or agency head must define
what additional study is needed. The Grand Jury expects a progress report within six
months; or
4) the recommendation will not be implemented because it is not warranted or
reasonable, with an explanation.
The Civil Grand Jury Report identified the following City Departments to submit responses
(attached):
•
•
•
•
•
•

jec:lw:ams

Public Utilities Commission:
Received August 27, 2021;
Public Works:
Received August 27, 2021;
Office of the Mayor:
Received August 27, 2021;
Municipal Transportation Agency:
Received August 27, 2021;
Public Utilities Commission General Manager:
Received August 27, 2021; and
Municipal Transportation Agency Board:
Received August 27, 2021;

(Continues on next page)

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
Office of the Clerk of the Board, 60-Day Receipt
September 2, 2021
Page 2

These department responses are being provided for your information, as received, and may not
conform to the parameters stated in California Penal Code, Section 933.05 et seq. The
Government Audit and Oversight Committee will consider the subject report, along with the
responses, at a hearing in September of 2021.
c:
Sophia Kittler, Office of the Mayor
Andres Power, Office of the Mayor
Sally Ma, Office of the Mayor
Rebecca Peacock, Office of the Mayor
Anne Pearson, Office of the City Attorney
Ben Rosenfield, City Controller, Office of the Controller
Todd Rydstrom, Office of the Controller
Peg Stevenson, Office of the Controller
Mark de la Rosa, Office of the Controller
Michael Carlin, Acting General Manager, Public Utilities Commission
Donna Hood, Public Utilities Commission
John Scarpulla, Public Utilities Commission
Carla Short, Interim Director, Public Works
David Steinberg, Public Works
Jeremy Spitz, Public Works
Jeffrey Tumlin, Executive Director, Municipal Transportation Agency
Kate Breen, Municipal Transportation Agency
Janet Martinsen, Municipal Transportation Agency
Joel Ramos, Municipal Transportation Agency
Christine Silva, Municipal Transportation Agency Board
Alisa Somera, Office of the Clerk of the Board
Severin Campbell, Office of the Budget and Legislative Analyst
Reuben Holober, Office of the Budget and Legislative Analyst
Ellie Schafer, 2020-2021 Foreperson, San Francisco Civil Grand Jury
Simone Manganelli, 2020-2021, Member, San Francisco Civil Grand Jury
Michael N. Hofman, 2021-2022, Foreperson, San Francisco Civil Grand Jury

525 Golden Gate Avenue, 13th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
T 415.554.3155
F 415.554.3161
TTY 415.554.3488

August 27, 2021
Sent via U.S. Mail and email to CGrandJury@sftc.org
The Honorable Samuel K. Feng,
Presiding Judge
Superior Court of California, County of San Francisco
400 McAllister Street, Room 008
San Francisco, CA 94102-4512
Dear Judge Feng:
In accordance with Penal Code Sections 933 and 933.05, and pursuant to the
request of Ms. Ellie Schafer, Foreperson of the City and County of San
Francisco 2020-21 Civil Grand Jury, attached please find the response of the
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission to the 2020-2021 Civil Grand Jury
Report, Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath. At its regularly scheduled
public meeting of August 24, 2021, the Commission voted to approve the
attached responses by Resolution No. 21-0134.
The Commission would like to thank the members of the 2020-2021 Civil
Grand Jury for their service and their interest in our vital infrastructure.
Sincerely,

Sophie Maxwell
President
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission

cc: Mayor London Breed

Services of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission

OUR MISSION: To provide our customers with high-quality, efficient and reliable water, power and sewer
services in a manner that values environmental and community interests and sustains the resources entrusted
to our care.

2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AS AMENDED BY THE COMMISSION ON AUGUST 24,
2021 BY RESOLUTION NO. 21-0134
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F1

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F2

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
SFPUC Finding Response
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The delays in completion of the Van San Francisco
Disagree partially Many of the initial delays on the Project occurred during
Ness BRT Project were caused
Public Utilities
construction of the underground phase of the Project; however,
primarily by avoidable setbacks in
Commission and
these delays were both avoidable and unavoidable. The City and
replacement of the water and sewer GM
the contractor often share responsibility for delays, and some of
infrastructure.
[August 27, 2021]
the delays were due to third parties. Understanding the delay on
this project involves looking at the contractor's initial claim for 279
days of delay and its pending claim for 344 delay days. As to the
initial claim for 279 days, the parties agreed that 135 were
compensable (City's responsibility) and 144 were noncompensable
(not the City's sole responsibility). In other words, the contractor
acknowledged that it shared responsibility for more than half of the
delay days. As to the pending claim for 344 days, the contractor
failed to provide the required scheduling analysis; thus, the City has
been required to undertake its own analysis of the delay. This
analysis is currently underway.
The potential impact of utility
San Francisco
Disagree partially The SFMTA gave significant consideration to the potential impacts
replacement on the cost and
Public Utilities
of utility replacement during the planning process. The
duration of the overall project was
Commission and
underground utility replacement activities and its associated risks
were studied and reviewed in design and preconstruction phase
given insufficient consideration in the GM
[August 27, 2021]
based on the information available and the recommendations from
initial planning process.
consultants and the selected contractor. During the design phase,
the City performed some potholing and coordinated with PG&E to
relocate gas mains and an electrical ductbank. To minimize major
traffic and operational impacts, the City included a standard
requirement in the Specifications that the Contractor perform
significant amounts of potholing 30 days in advance of any
installation. The contract also included specific allowances to cover
additional or unforeseen costs related to utility installation. In
future contracts, the SFMTA agrees to consider applying more
emphasis during the planning stage regarding the impacts of utility
replacement.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AS AMENDED BY THE COMMISSION ON AUGUST 24,
2021 BY RESOLUTION NO. 21-0134
Report Title
[Publication Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F#
F3

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
SFPUC Finding Response
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The potential impact of utility
San Francisco
Disagree partially The Contractor, City Staff, and an independent consultant
replacement was known to City
Public Utilities
cooperated in preparing the risk register and because of the
engineers to be a major risk, but was Commission and
mitigation measures being taken this was classified as a moderate
only considered a moderate risk and GM
risk. Several mitigation measures were included in the
assigned no effective mitigation in
[August 27, 2021]
Specifications, such as requiring potholing 30 days in advance of
the official risk register.
the work, and providing the contractor with copies of deactivated
utility drawings as reference documents. The Contractor failed to
perform the required potholing in a timely fashion, at times
attempting to dig potholes within hours of trenching to install
utilities. Contractor's inability to properly
anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during construction was
the primary contributor to added contract costs and duration.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AS AMENDED BY THE COMMISSION ON AUGUST 24,
2021 BY RESOLUTION NO. 21-0134
Report Title
[Publication Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F#
F4

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
SFPUC Finding Response
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Project timelines could not be
San Francisco
Disagree partially Project timelines for projects with extensive underground utilities
estimated accurately because
Public Utilities
are often difficult to estimate because no matter how extensive the
documents did not reflect the extent Commission and
pre-construction investigation, there will always be unknowns.
and location of underground utilities GM
Contractors experienced in such work know that they must often
accurately.
[August 27, 2021]
deal with the unexpected. The project timeline prepared during preconstruction was a product of City staff, Contractor, and an
independent consulting team based on the best information
available. As construction started, the project team realized that
some third party utilities, such as PG&E, provided inaccurate or
incomplete information on their existing utilities. The contract
contained an action plan to instruct the contractor for dealing with
unknown utilities, as well as contingency for differing site
conditions. However, the Contractor did not take the lead in field
investigation and coordination with third party utilities, although
they were contractually obligated to do so as a CM/GC. The
Contractor failed to perform the required potholing in a timely
fashion per contract, at times attempting to dig potholes within
hours of trenching to install utilities. Contractor's inability to
properly anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during
construction was the primary contributor to added contract costs
and duration. Contractor's initial construction sequencing plan was
also unrealistic. All these issues contributed to an inaccurate
project timeline projection.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AS AMENDED BY THE COMMISSION ON AUGUST 24,
2021 BY RESOLUTION NO. 21-0134
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F6

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F8

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
SFPUC Finding Response
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Practical work during preconstruction San Francisco
Disagree partially The majority of the utility conflicts that resulted in additional
that could have derisked the
Public Utilities
contract time were at intersections. Potholing within intersections
subsequent construction phase of
Commission and
typically requires the intersection to be closed in order to provide a
the project was insufficient.
GM
safe barrier for the workers from traffic. Given that Van Ness
[August 27, 2021]
Avenue is a State highway, this would have been extremely difficult
to occur. Typically, this level of potholing is reserved for the
construction phase when traffic can be effectively closed/diverted.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) during the design phase had
several issues with accuracy and relability of the data. Recent
improvements in GPR provide for a more reliable tool for future
projects.
The effectiveness of the CMGC
San Francisco
Disagree partially While it would have been better to have the contractor on board
contract was greatly reduced because Public Utilities
earlier in the design phase, the Contractor did have a year (during
pre-construction) to review the construction documents, provide
the general contractor was brought Commission and
GM
comments, and familiarize itself with the conditions along the
into the design process too late.
[August 27, 2021]
corridor. The CMGC construction contract with the Guaranteed
Maximum Price was issued by SFMTA with the Contractor's
concerns and input addressed. Since the prime did not involve the
subcontractors directly with the City in the preconstruction process
the City may not have received the full benefit of the subs' technical
expertise and local knowledge. Contractor did not make the best
use of its subcontractors.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AS AMENDED BY THE COMMISSION ON AUGUST 24,
2021 BY RESOLUTION NO. 21-0134
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F9

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F11

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
SFPUC Finding Response
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Under specification in technical
San Francisco
Disagree partially In an effort to continually improve our contract documents, we
requirements led to additional costs Public Utilities
review the project specifications, in particular with multi-agency
for work that could have been
Commission and
projects where various sets of specifications are merged. The Van
Ness project also had the challenge of coordinating City
predicted and included in the original GM
[August 27, 2021]
specifications with Caltrans requirements. Specifically, in the case
contract.
of the potholing and pedestrian control specifications, the
contractor settled claims on these issues for less than 20% of its
costs incurred, illustrating that its claim arising from purported
ambiguity in the specifications had little merit. Moreover,
Contractor had access to the specifications for many months during
the pre-Construction period and did not request any
clarification/changes at that time. Contractor raised issues with the
technical requirements after the construction started.
The removal of Synergy, the
San Francisco
Disagree wholly
The City supported the contractor's decision to remove its
underground subcontractor, from
Public Utilities
underground utility contractor, Synergy. The relationship only
the project, partially as a result of
Commission and
began to deteriorate when the contractor bid out Synergy's work
poor cost estimates, contributed to GM
and received a bid substantially more than Synergy's estimate.
the deterioration of the relationship [August 27, 2021]
Over a year after Synergy was removed, Walsh filed a claim under
between Walsh, the general
penalty of perjury for $11.9M arising from damages it purportedly
contractor, and the City.
incurred relating to Synergy's removal. That claim was resolved by
the City paying Walsh nothing on this issue. The price difference
was not due to poor cost estimating, but to unexpected market
conditions.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Recommendation
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
Response
SFPUC Recommendation Response
[Response Due
(Implementation)
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R1 By June 2022, the City should adopt a San Francisco
Has been
This has been implemented for all SFPUC major
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that all capital project
Public Utilities
implemented
capital projects and projects of particular technical
[June 28, 2021]
complexity.
F2, F4, feasibility plans include an itemized Commission and
GM
F6, F9] assessment of risks to project
timelines and costs, which must be
[August 27, 2021]
accompanied with specific
procedures that will be undertaken
to mitigate those risks early in the
project.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
R2
What Lies Beneath [for F1,
[June 28, 2021]
F2, F3,
F4, F6,
F9]

By June 2022, the City should adopt a
policy that all capital project sponsors
publish, before proceeding to the
construction phase, an itemized
assessment of derisking activities
actually performed.

San Francisco
Requires further
Public Utilities
analysis
Commission and
GM
[August 27, 2021]

Speaking for the Agency and not the City as a whole,
the SFPUC believes that additional analysis is
required on this recommendation to determine how
to best assess and disclose of derisking activities.

Van Ness Avenue :
R3
What Lies Beneath [for F1,
[June 28, 2021]
F2, F3,
F4, F6,
F9]

By June 2022, the Board of
Supervisors and SFPUC should review
and update policies and regulations
to ensure that detailed as-built
documentation of both private and
public utilities is filed after all
underground projects (whether
undertaken by SFPUC,
another City agency, or a private
enterprise), with sufficient resolution
and precision to allow accurate
design of any future work.

San Francisco
Requires further
Public Utilities
analysis
Commission and
GM
[August 27, 2021]

Speaking for the Agency, and not the Board of
Supervisors, the SFPUC’s standard project procedure
requires the maintenance of detailed as-built digital
documentations on our recent capital projects.
However, further analysis is required regarding the
implementation of this recommendation for digital
as-builts across all underground projects for public
and private utilities, such as considering a digital
repository.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Recommendation
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
Response
SFPUC Recommendation Response
[Response Due
(Implementation)
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R4 The Board of Supervisors should
San Francisco
Has been
Speaking for the Agency, and not the Board of
What Lies Beneath [for F1, direct all City departments to adopt a Public Utilities
implemented
Supervisors, the SFPUC utilizes best practices on
[June 28, 2021]
Commission and
capital projects regarding the use of exploratory
F4, F6, policy that all
GM
potholing. Utility best practices dictate that small
F7] projects that involve underground
[August 27, 2021]
capital projects on small streets do not require
work in the City’s main corridors
potholing.
include, as part of
the design process, the use of
exploratory potholing, or another
equivalent industry
best-practice to identify unknown
underground obstructions adhering
to CI/ASCE
38-02 (“Standard Guideline for the
Collection and Depiction of Existing
Subsurface
Utility Data“) Quality Level A. This
policy should take effect for all
contracts signed
after January 1, 2022, and the work
h ld b
i dt b
f
d
Van Ness Avenue :
R5 By June 2022, and before entering
San Francisco
Has been
The SFPUC is actively implementing best practices on
What Lies Beneath [for F8, into future CMGC relationships, the Public Utilities
implemented
CM/GC contracts.
[June 28, 2021]
F10, Board of Supervisors should direct all Commission and
F11, City departments to adopt, publish, GM
[August 27, 2021]
F12, and enforce in all future contracts
F13] industry-standard best practices for
management of CMGC projects.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]
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Carla Short, Interim Director I Director's Office
carla.short@sfdpw.org

t

T. 628.271.3078

49 South Van Ness Ave. Suite 1600, San Francisco, CA 94103

August 23, 2021

Dear Foreperson Schafer and Grand Jurors:
Thank you for inviting San Francisco Public Works to comment on the Civil Grand Jury report, Van Ness
Avenue: What Lies Beneath (June 28, 2021) . Public Works shares your goal of using lessons learned to

improve how we deliver capital projects for public benefit. We appreciate this opportunity to share our
insight and experience.
The ultimate goals of the Van Ness Corridor Transit Improvement Project are to improve public transit
for passengers and implement bus rapid transit services . How bestto move people around San Francisco
is wholly within the expertise of our colleagues at SF MTA. What Public Works can share is our expertise
in working in, under and on San Francisco streets and sidewalks to deliver infrastructure improvement
projects.

Public Works has a special role in delivering a wide range of building and infrastructure projects
Public Works is responsible formaintaining streets and sidewalks and, by law, being the provider of
construction services for almost all City agencies. 1 This gives us a unique responsibility and perspe ctive.
Our design, construction and project management profess ionals pride themselves on consistently
delivering a diverse portfo lio of major capital projects on time and on budget. Working in every part of
the City, as well as on propertiesoutside of San Francisco under City jurisdiction, has allowed our staff to
develop expertise and institution al knowledge that consiste ntly deliver quality projects.
Our staffof more than 70 architects have planned, designed and built the SFPD Crime Lab, Moscone
Ce nter, Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and Trauma Center, public libraries, SFFDfire houses
and muse ums. They are currently managing 177 proj ects budgeted atgreaterthan $2.1 billion. The
more than 190 engineers on our Infrastructure team have delivered major improvements along such
corridors as to Geary Boulevard, Lombard Stre et, 19th Avenue, Polk Street, Cesar Chavez and Second
Street. In 2021 alone, our Infrastructure Division rece ived bids for 28 proj ects valued at more than $225
million . Our landscape architects are integral to all of t he above projects and have helped improve
parks, playgrounds and recreation centers, including recent re novations of M argaret Hayward
playground, George Christopher playground, Joe DiMaggio playground and Glen Canyon Park.

1

Under San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 6, th e departments permitted to engage in construction are
SFMTA, PUC, SFO, RPO, the Port and Public Works. All other construction is managed by Public Works on behalf of
client departments.

London N. Breed, Mayor

sfpublicworks.org

1

'Q's fpublicworks

Public Works has a track record of successful project delivery
More than 100 years ago, Public Works built a transformational gravity-based system to get water from
Hetch Hetchyto San.Francisco and has been delivering capital projects eversince. The department's
experience and institutional knowledge include professional design, project management, construction
managementand maintenance. Having these functions centralized in one department allows for
efficient and effective project delivery-from concept to final completion.
What Public Works brings are processes of quality control based on foundations of both technical
principles, adoption of best practices, and the institutional knowledge of hundreds of engineers,
architects and inspectors.
Public Works is among the most audited department in the City, and it helps us deliver better projects
Due to the diversity of our project portfolio and our commitment to continuous improvement, San
Francisco Public Works welcomes being among the most audited department inthe City. Our projects
and practices are regularly audited by the Civil Grand Jury, the Budget and Legislative Analyst and the
City Services Auditor of the Office of the Controller, which have conducted more than 30 audits of our
practices overthe last 10 years.
Maj or construction projects are inherently risky and complicated, especially when they involve multiple
agencies, a busy corridor supporting competing interests and underground work in one of the densest
cities in the United States. As policymakers consider revisions to how construction dep.artments do
business, we recommend thatthey proceed with these principles in mind:
•

Policy should be flexible enough to promote innovation and accountability, but not so
prescriptive as to slow projects or be inflexible. Industry practices constantly change in
response to the market and the best policies aflow quick adaptation.

•

Continue the practice of construction professionals driving revisions to Chapter 6, which
governs contracting policies and procedures. In partnership with the City Attorney and
Controller, Chapter6 is revised regularly, and changes are driven by professional construction
experts at all of the departments. In updating our code to account for technological innovation
and provide flexibility and accountability, we incorporate lessons from our own experience,
industr',t best practices and changes in state and federal law.

•

Continue to invest in collaborative partnering. Construction departments and industry
associations strive to make San Francisco recognized as an Owner of Choice by the construction
industry. We do this by identifying pro~ess improvements and empowering project teams to
resolve issues in the field at the lowest possible level before issues can fester and balloon. Small
investments in partnering for each project result in tangible reductions in cost and schedule
overruns.

•

Invest in and appreciate our professionals. Managing construction projects requires more than
attempting to use best practices. Public Works combines best practices and mandatory
minimum trainings hours with staff who already have extensive institutional knowledge.
Promote adoption of integrated project delivery methods, such as the Construction
Manager/General Contractor (CM/GC) process. Public Works pioneered the use of CM/GC in San

2

Francisco in building the California Academy of Sciences and Zuckerberg San Francisco General
Hospital and Trauma Center. Based on our experience, we long have practiced the nuances of
CM/GC projects, including identifying underground obstructions prior to full excavation to
minimize unexpected finds. 2 The procedures of Public Works and the framework of practices
within the Building Design and Construction Division illustrate processes of Quality Control and
Assurance based on a foundation of technical principles .
•

There would be benefits to project delivery if one experienced City department had control
and management of undergrounding activities in the right of way - one city, one entity and
one system of managing it. One entity should collect and maintain a record of everything that is

put in the road and everything that is taken out, especially by corporations (e.g., PG&E,
Comcast, AT&T), but also government entities, including the SF PUC and the Department of
Technology. Establishing under one entity a well-documented central clearing point for
everyone who puts something into the ground or takes it out of the road would minimize risk
and confusion.
We look forward to applying the lessons of the SFMTA's Van Ness Corridor Transit Improvement Project
to advance how we as a city do business.

Interim Director, San Francisco Public Works

2

As a long-standing practice , Public Works coo rdinates with public and p rivate utility agencies for all proj ects in the
public right of way, requiring that they subm it drawings of all of their surface and subsurface facilities within the
proj ect footprint. Drawings incl ude active, inactive and abandoned fa ci lities. Then , utility composite drawings are
prepared and co m pa red again st the proposed scope of work to identify potential conflicts and to coordin ate the
appropriate agencies for resolution of conflicts. The Public Works projectteam also wo rks close ly with private util ities
during th e de sign phase of major projects to account for utilities, whether active, deactivated or abandoned.
Additional risk assessmenttools, such as exploratory potholing, slot trenching and field measurements, may be
utilized on a project-by-project basis to identify underground obstructi ons.

3
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August 27, 2021
The Honorable Samuel K. Feng
Presiding Judge, Superior Court of California, County of San Francisco
400 McAllister Street, Room 008
San Francisco, CA 94102-4512
Dear Judge Feng,
In accordance with Penal Code 933 and 933.05, the following is in response to the 2020-2021
Civil Grand Jury Report, Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath (Report). We would like to thank the
members of the 2020-2021 Civil Grand Jury for their interest in and feedback on the planning,
design, construction, and project management of the Van Ness Improvement Project (Project).
We take this report seriously and recognize that both the City and the project contractor could have
applied better project controls and handled the project delivery issues more effectively. While we
have implemented several lessons learned from the Project with good success in recent capital
projects, more work and effort are needed to improve project delivery, especially on major capital
projects.
We recognize that the Project delays have been frustrating, and we are taking action to fully analyze
the delays and understand what occurred so that we do not experience similar challenges in the
future. We know that this Project is behind schedule—causing challenges for our transportation
system, residents, commuters, and business owners along the route, and adding unexpected costs to
an already significant capital investment. We also acknowledge that many of the significant project
delays were due to underground infrastructure replacement needs and challenges with existing
infrastructure. Our analysis has shown that these delays were both avoidable and unavoidable, but
with the full perspective we now have, we recognize that due to existing infrastructure underground
and other factors, the potential impact of utility replacement was higher than initially assessed.
As we work to deliver more transportation and utility projects in the City, we need to ensure that
they do not experience similar delays. As such, we have separately conducted our own internal
reviews of the Project and have incorporated key lessons learned into successful projects throughout
the City. We strive to make our City government more efficient and we are committed to improving
delivery of future major capital projects. For example, as a City, we have taken steps to ensure that
all projects that involve underground work in the City’s main corridors include, as part of the design
process, the use of exploratory potholing, or another equivalent industry best-practice.
We support and agree with the Report’s recommendations to have better contractor evaluation and
selection criteria in the future to improve this important partnership and to better achieve the
desired project outcomes. Over the last few years, local legislation has been passed which has
enabled departments to use alternative project delivery including best-value contracting methods.
This helps departments place more of an emphasis on certain priority components of projects such
as timeline goals or technical expertise. However, we recognize that additional steps may be needed
1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681
TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141

to ensure technical expertise is sufficiently prioritized in large capital projects. It is also critical that
projects like this one have a designated point of contact in the field, which is why all of our projects
assign a Resident Engineer whose primary duty is to serve as the liaison on the ground with the
contractor and the rest of the project team.
Our responses explain some areas where we disagree either partially or wholly with the Jury’s
findings. In particular, we believe the Report does not fully reflect the roles and responsibilities of a
construction manager/general contractor (CM/GC) on a capital construction project as complex as
the Van Ness Improvement Project.
We agree that a benefit of using the CM/GC model is to provide the contractor with the ability to
work directly with the designers and have additional time to familiarize itself with the project and its
challenges prior to the start of construction, and this was a primary reason the City utilized a
CM/GC model on this project. The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) and
the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) follow industry-standard best practices in
the management of their CM/GC projects. With this Project, the City anticipated that use of the
CM/GC model would provide the contractor with a sufficient time period to be involved in the preconstruction phase and prepare adequately for the construction phase. However, throughout the
project, a variety of significant challenges arose with the contractor and subcontractors, and we
believe the contractor may not have adequately prepared itself for construction during the year-long
preconstruction period.
We agree with the Civil Grand Jury’s goal to deliver capital projects on time and within budget. The
agencies are pursuing remedies to most of the findings, in some cases by implementing the Civil
Grand Jury’s specific recommendations, in other cases using alternate, industry-standard best
practices to improve project delivery. For example, various lessons learned involving utility
coordination are already being applied to projects, including the first segment of the L Taraval
project. Also, risk assessments are being conducted at various phases of major capital projects, and I
am directing that both the SFMTA and PUC conduct further analysis to determine how to best
assess and disclose derisking activities.
The City appreciates the time the Civil Grand Jury spent looking into this Project, and the efforts of
the Jury to ensure that projects like Van Ness are delivered on time and on budget moving forward.

O F FI C E OF T H E M A Y OR
SAN FRANCISCO

L ON D ON N. B R E E D
M A Y OR

Detailed responses from the Mayor’s Office, the SFMTA and the SFPUC are attached.
Each signatory prepared its own responses and is able to respond to questions related to its
respective response.
Sincerely,

London N. Breed
Mayor

Michael Carlin
Acting General Manager, Public Utilities
Commission

Jeffrey P. Tumlin
Director of Transportation
San Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency

1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The delays in completion of the Van Mayor
Disagree partially We acknowledge that there were significant project delays due to underground
Ness BRT Project were caused
[August 27, 2021]
infrastructure replacement needs and challenges with existing infrastructure; however,
these delays were both avoidable and unavoidable. Many of the initial delays on the
primarily by avoidable setbacks in
Project occurred during construction of the underground phase of the Project. The City
replacement of the water and sewer
infrastructure.
and the contractor often share responsibility for delays, and some of the delays were due
to third parties. Understanding the delay on this project involves looking at the
contractor's initial claim for 279 days of delay and its pending claim for 344 delay days. As
to the initial claim for 279 days, the parties agreed that 135 were compensable (City's
responsibility) and 144 were noncompensable (not the City's sole responsibility). As to the
pending claim for 344 days, the contractor failed to provide the required scheduling
analysis; thus, the City has been required to undertake its own analysis of the delay. This
analysis is currently underway.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F1

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F2

The potential impact of utility
Mayor
Disagree partially
replacement on the cost and
[August 27, 2021]
duration of the overall project was
given insufficient consideration in the
initial planning process.

The potential impacts of utility replacement on the cost and duration of the project were
considered in pre-construction. During the design phase, the City performed potholing and
required PG&E to relocate gas mains and an electrical ductbank. Also, the City included a
standard requirement in the Specifications that the Contractor perform significant
amounts of potholing 30 days in advance of any installation. In addition, the contract
included specific allowances to cover additional or unforeseen costs related to utility
installation. That said, we acknowledge that this project had significant delays due to
these challenges, which were unfortunately very disruptive due to the scale of the project.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F3

The potential impact of utility
Mayor
Disagree partially
replacement was known to City
[August 27, 2021]
engineers to be a major risk, but was
only considered a moderate risk and
assigned no effective mitigation in
the official risk register.

The Contractor, City Staff, and an independent consultant cooperated in preparing the risk
register and because of the mitigation measures being taken this was classified as a
moderate risk. Several mitigation measures were included in the Specifications, such as
requiring potholing 30 days in advance of the work, and providing the contractor with
copies of deactivated utility drawings as reference documents. Ultimately, and with the full
perspective we now have, we recognize that due to the challenges encountered, existing
infrastructure underground, and other factors, the potential impact of utility
replacement was higher than initially assessed.  The Contractor failed to perform the

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F4

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F5

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Project timelines could not be
Mayor
Disagree partially Project timelines for projects with extensive underground utilities are often difficult to
estimated accurately because
[August 27, 2021]
estimate because no matter how extensive the pre-construction investigation, there will
always be unknowns. Contractors experienced in such work know that they must often
documents did not reflect the extent
deal with the unexpected. The project timeline prepared during pre-construction was a
and location of underground utilities
accurately.
product of City staff, Contractor, and an independent consulting team based on the best
information available. As construction started, the project team realized that some thirdparty utilities, such as PG&E, provided inaccurate or incomplete information on their
existing utilities. The contract contained an action plan to instruct the contractor for
dealing with unknown utilities, as well as contingency for differing site conditions.
However, the Contractor did not take the lead in field investigation and coordination with
third party utilities, although they were contractually obligated to do so as a CM/GC. The
Contractor failed to perform the required potholing in a timely fashion per contract, at
times attempting to dig potholes within hours of trenching to install utilities. Contractor's
inability to properly anticipate, manage, and mitigate utility issues during construction was
the primary contributor to added contract costs and duration. Contractor's initial
construction sequencing plan was also unrealistic. All these issues contributed to an
inaccurate project timeline projection.
The evaluation rubric for
Mayor
Agree
preconstruction contract bids
[August 27, 2021]
weighted cost too heavily, as
compared to technical expertise,
even after project-specific legislation
allowed for a lower weight to be
assigned to cost.

Such contracts should be evaluated using a best value rubric, with technical expertise
weighted high. At the time, the Agency was unable to lower the points given to cost in the
legislation submitted to the Board of Supervisors. Over the last few years local legislation
has been passed which has enabled departments to use alternative project delivery
including best-value contracting methods.
In 2015 legislation authorized departments to select CM/GCs based on qualification and
cost, as long as the cost criteria is at least 40% of the overall selection, a decrease from the
previous requirement that it be 65%. Additionally, in 2016 legislation enabled departments
to use best-value contracting methods; this helped departments place more of an
emphasis on certain priority components of projects such as timeline goals or technical
expertise. However, we recognize that additional steps may be needed to ensure technical
expertise is sufficiently prioritized in large capital projects.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Practical work during preconstruction Mayor
Disagree partially Preliminary investigation undertaken such as potholing and collecting as-built drawings
that could have derisked the
[August 27, 2021]
were performed by SFMTA and the project team during the design phase. Groundpenetrating radar (GPR) during the design phase had several issues with accuracy
subsequent construction phase of the
and reliability of the data. Additional potholing by private utilities could have been
project was insufficient.
beneficial.   But the majority of the utility conflicts that resulted in additional contract time
were at intersections. Potholing within intersections typically requires the intersection to
be closed in order to provide a safe barrier for the workers from traffic. This would result
in disruptions in both traffic flow and public transit services. Given that Van Ness Avenue
is a State highway, this would have been extremely difficult to implement during preconstruction. Typically, this level of potholing is reserved for the construction phase when
traffic can be effectively closed/diverted. With the benefit of hindsight, we recognize that
increased practical work during preconstruction on this particular project may have
mitigated some of the ultimate project delays, though it would have resulted in longer
periods of traffic flow and transit service interruption due to needed closures of
intersections.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F6

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F7

Review of preconstruction
Mayor
Disagree partially
deliverables did not sufficiently
[August 27, 2021]
measure the contractor’s
preparedness for construction, which
resulted in both inaccurate cost
estimates and timelines.

We agree that a benefit of using the CM/GC model is to provide the contractor with the
ability to work directly with the designers and have additional time to familiarize itself with
the project and its challenges prior to the start of construction, and this was a primary
reason the City utilized a CM/GC model on this project. Unfortunately, in this case
the contractor did not adequately prepare itself for construction during the year-long
preconstruction period. For example, a careful review of the Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and the construction sequencing plan for sewer work would have
shown that the contractor was not prepared to begin work. The timeline for underground
work provided by the contractor's subcontractor during preconstruction did not align with
the timeline provided by the subcontractor who eventually performed the work. It is
unclear to what extent better preparedness by the contractor would have resulted in
more accurate cost estimates and timelines. In addition, other key issues listed in F4
contributed to the challenge to forecast accurate cost estimates and timelines.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F8

The effectiveness of the CMGC
Mayor
Disagree partially
contract was greatly reduced because [August 27, 2021]
the general contractor was brought
into the design process too late.

We agree it would have been better to have the contractor on board earlier in the design
phase. That said, the Contractor did have a year (during pre-construction) to review the
construction documents, provide comments, and familiarize itself with the conditions
along the corridor. The City anticipated this was a sufficient time period for the Contractor
to be involved in the pre-construction phase and prepare adequately for the construction
phase. The CMGC construction contract with the Guaranteed Maximum Price was issued
by SFMTA with the Contractor's concerns and input addressed. Since the
primary contractor did not involve the subcontractors directly with the City in the
preconstruction process, the City may not have received the full benefit of the subs'
technical expertise and local knowledge.  The contractor did not make the best use of its
subcontractors.  

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Underspecification in technical
Mayor
Disagree partially In an effort to continually improve our contract documents, we review the project
requirements led to additional costs [August 27, 2021]
specifications, in particular with multi-agency projects where various sets of specifications
are merged. The Van Ness project also had the challenge of coordinating City specifications
for work that could have been
predicted and included in the original
with Caltrans requirements. Specifically, in the case of the potholing and pedestrian
contract.
control specifications, the contractor settled claims on these issues for less than 20% of its
costs incurred, illustrating that its claim arising from purported ambiguity in the
specifications had little merit. Moreover, Contractor had access to the specifications for
many months during the pre-Construction period and did not request any
clarification/changes at that time. Contractor raised issues with the technical
requirements after the construction started.  

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F9

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F10

Contention over underspecified or
Mayor
Disagree wholly
unclear contract terms and technical [August 27, 2021]
requirements led to a deterioration in
the relationship between the City and
Walsh, the general contractor.

Language that was used in the contract was standard to all City contracts. The City worked
diligently to enforce the contract in a fair and reasonable manner. The contractor did not
raise any concerns about ambiguity or confusion during the year of pre-construction
services or during negotiations. The CM/GC has the responsibility to raise and resolve such
concerns during pre-construction. What actually led to deterioration in the relationship, in
the City's view, was the contractor's concerns about the bid for the utility work.  

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F11

The removal of Synergy, the
Mayor
Disagree wholly
underground subcontractor, from the [August 27, 2021]
project, partially as a result of poor
cost estimates, contributed to the
deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

The City supported the contractor's decision to remove its underground utility contractor,
Synergy. The relationship only began to deteriorate when the contractor bid out Synergy's
work and received a bid substantially more than Synergy's estimate. Over a year after
Synergy was removed, Walsh filed a claim under penalty of perjury for $11.9M arising
from damages it purportedly incurred relating to Synergy's removal. That claim was
resolved by the City paying the Walsh nothing on this issue. The price difference was not
due to poor cost estimating, but to unexpected market conditions.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F12

The contentious relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City made it
difficult to resolve problems as they
arose, despite close collaboration
being one of the potential
advantages of the CMGC contract.

Once the contractor realized that its guaranteed maximum price would not cover the cost
of the utility work, the relationship became strained and the contractor became
uncooperative.   It appeared that the contractor was more focused on recovering the
potential loss from the increased utility costs than performing a collaborative and
successful project. To illustrate this, the contractor hired additional personnel to focus on
claims, and used field staff to assist with the claims process rather than devoting resources
to the project. The contractor's lack of experienced field staff required the City to hire a
utility coordinator and other staff to facilitate the contractor's coordination with third
party utilities and to resolve basic field issues. As a CM/GC, it was the contractor's
responsibility to coordinate day-to-day activities with third party utilities. In spite of the
challenging situation, field staff maintained a professional relationship.

Mayor
Disagree partially
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F13

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F14

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Lack of an in-the-field point of
Mayor
Disagree wholly
There is one specific Resident Engineer (RE) for each project, including the Van Ness
contact between Walsh and the City [August 27, 2021]
Project. The City's RE was (and is) the point of contact with the contractor. During
construction, all flows through resident engineer for a single point of contact to avoid
during early stages of construction
confusion.  In addition to the RE, this project had a complete team of City staff who were
led to delays and increased costs on
the project.
dedicated to this project only. The RE, who has been on the Project from the beginning,
along with the owner's construction management team, have always been co-located with
the contractor's team. Notably, the high turnover of the contractor's management team
made it difficult to coordinate with the contractor, and necessitated the City bringing the
contractor up to speed at various times (and likely contributed to the delay and increased
costs on the Project). The contractor's unwillingness to pothole and perform other advance
investigation in a timely fashion contributed more to delays in resolving field challenges
than any lack of City staff. The CM/GC should lead the field fact-finding and discovery with
very little owner assistance to resolve basic field issues and coordination matters. During
the construction, City staff had to supplement the contractor's team directly, performing
contractor work in support of the overall effort and mitigate potential delays.  

Confusion related to the contractual Mayor
Disagree wholly
requirements for pedestrian
[August 27, 2021]
monitoring contributed to the
deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

The City does not believe that the contractual requirements for pedestrian monitoring and
flaggers are confusing. In the interest of public safety, the City agreed to reimburse Walsh
for pedestrian monitors if (1) the contractor provided the flaggers required under the
contract for pedestrian control and (2) the contractor provided advance notice to the City
of the need for pedestrian monitors to support the flaggers at a particular location.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R1 By June 2022, the City should adopt a Mayor
[August 27, 2021]
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that all capital project
F2, F4, feasibility plans include an itemized
[June 28, 2021]
F6, F9] assessment of risks to project
timelines and costs, which must be
accompanied with specific
procedures that will be undertaken
to mitigate those risks early in the
project.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
R2
What Lies Beneath [for F1,
F2, F3,
[June 28, 2021]
F4, F6,
F9]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Has been
implemented

By June 2022, the City should adopt a Mayor
Requires further
policy that all capital project sponsors [August 27, 2021] analysis
publish, before proceeding to the
construction phase, an itemized
assessment of derisking activities
actually performed.

Van Ness Avenue :
R3 By June 2022, the Board of
Mayor
Requires further
What Lies Beneath [for F4] Supervisors and SFPUC should review [August 27, 2021] analysis
[June 28, 2021]
and update policies and regulations
to ensure that detailed as-built
documentation of both private and
public utilities is filed after all
underground projects (whether
undertaken by SFPUC, another City
agency, or a private enterprise), with
sufficient resolution and precision to
allow accurate design of any future
work.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Recommendation Response Text
This process is implemented for all SFMTA and SFPUC major capital
projects and projects of particular technical complexity, and is in
Section 4 (Detailed Design Phase) of the MTA's Project Operations
Manual.

Additional analysis is required on this recommendation to
determine how to best assess and disclose of derisking activities.
This analysis will be conducted within the next year.

The SFPUC’s standard project procedure requires the maintenance
of detailed as-built digital documentations on their recent capital
projects. However, further analysis is required regarding the
implementation of this recommendation for digital as-builts across
all underground projects for public and private utilities, such as
considering a digital repository.
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Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R4 The Board of Supervisors should
Mayor
What Lies Beneath [for F1, direct all City departments to adopt a [August 27, 2021]
F4, F6, policy that all projects that involve
[June 28, 2021]
F7] underground work in the City’s main
corridors include, as part of the
design process, the use of
exploratory potholing, or another
equivalent industry best-practice to
identify unknown underground
obstructions adhering to CI/ASCE 3802 (“Standard Guideline for the
Collection and Depiction of Existing
Subsurface Utility Data“) Quality
Level A. This policy should take effect
for all contracts signed after January
1, 2022, and the work should be
required to be performed before final
construction terms or prices are
agreed to.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
R5
What Lies Beneath [for F8,
F10,
[June 28, 2021]
F11,
F12,
F13]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

By June 2022, and before entering
Mayor
Has been
into future CMGC relationships, the [August 27, 2021] implemented
Board of Supervisors should direct all
City departments to adopt, publish,
and enforce in all future contracts
industry-standard best practices for
management of CMGC projects.

Van Ness Avenue :
R6 The adopted CMGC management
Mayor
What Lies Beneath [for F8] policy should specifically include the [August 27, 2021]
[June 28, 2021]
industry best practice of awarding
the contract before project design
continues past 30% completion.

Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Recommendation Response Text
As a City, we already take steps to ensure that all projects that
involve underground work include as part of the design process the
use of exploratory potholing, or another equivalent industry bestpractice. However, one policy for all projects is impractical and each
department must make a determination on a project-by-project
basis based on the risk assessment.

SFMTA will review recommended best practices for future CM/GC
projects and apply them, as applicable and as appropriate. It is up
to the individual department to determine the applicability of "best
practices" to their projects. For
example, SFPUC already implements industry-standard best
practices in management of their CMGC projects.  

While it is optimal to bring in a CMGC contractor on or before 30%,
it is equally important to have a qualified, experienced contractor
who is able to provide the required services. In the case of a
horizontal CMGC project, the technical capability and local
experience of the contractor are also important.  
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Recommendation

Van Ness Avenue :
R7 By June 2022, the Board of
What Lies Beneath [for F5] Supervisors should amend Section
[June 28, 2021]
6.68 of the Administrative Code to
remove the mandatory cost criterion
in awarding CMGC contracts.

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
[Response Due
Date]
Mayor
[August 27, 2021]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Requires further
analysis

We agree with this recommendation, but implementation of the
recommendation resides with the Board of Supervisors.
In 2015, legislation authorized departments to select CM/GCs based
on qualification and cost, as long as the cost criteria is at least 40%
of the overall selection, a decrease from the previous requirement
that it be 65%. Additionally, in 2016 legislation enabled
departments to use best-value contracting methods; this helped
departments place more of an emphasis on certain priority
components of projects such as timeline goals or technical
expertise. However, we recognize that additional steps may be
needed to ensure technical expertise is sufficiently prioritized in
large capital projects.

Van Ness Avenue :
R8
What Lies Beneath [for F7,
F9,
[June 28, 2021]
F10]

SFMTA should establish a policy for Mayor
review of technical quality of
[August 27, 2021]
preconstruction and design
deliverables, to be used in all CMGC
or design contracts signed after
January 2022, including in-the-field
validation of key assumptions of site
conditions by City engineers.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

Beginning January 1, 2022, SFMTA
Mayor
Has been
should assign to every CMGC project [August 27, 2021] implemented
a dedicated in-the-field contractor
liaison to facilitate collaborative
problem resolution, and sufficient
support staff to monitor actual
progress and site conditions.

R9
[for
F12,
F13]

Recommendation Response Text

Has not yet been A more formalized process of reviewing and commenting on preimplemented but construction deliverables would be beneficial in the future. The
will be
SFMTA will establish the policy for all future CMGC-type projects.   
implemented in the
future

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

It is a long-standing practice in the City that a Resident Engineer is
assigned prior to the start of construction on every capital project
as the single point of contact with the contractor in the field, and
that this is their primary job responsibility during the scope of the
project. The Van Ness project includes a complete support staff of
City employees (SFMTA, SFPUC, DPW and consultants) to monitor
actual progress and site conditions. Future CMGC projects will
continue this practice.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R10 By June 2022, the City should adopt a Mayor
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that any public communication [August 27, 2021]
F2, F6, about a planned or in-progress
[June 28, 2021]
F9] capital project that includes
disruption of public services or rightof-way should include itemized
assessments of risk to projected costs
and duration.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

R11 Beginning immediately, and in all
Mayor
Has been
[for future capital or maintenance
[August 27, 2021] implemented
F14] projects that require pedestrian
monitors, the City should ensure that
associated costs are either
specifically included in the primary
construction contract, or explicitly
planned for and funded by the City,
before construction begins.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Recommendation Response Text
A majority of SFMTA projects are funded by the FTA, which requires
the project to assess and monitor project risks in construction on a
periodic basis. The department can provide a general list of project
risks in public communications, to inform the public of the project
status and projected substantial completion. Publishing itemized
costs association with changes risk or project duration could
negatively impact the bidding or negotiation process.

This recommendation has been implemented in the Van Ness BRT
Project, and will continue to be implemented in the future for all
contracts that require pedestrian monitors.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The delays in completion of the Van General Manager, Disagree partially Many of the initial delays on the Project occurred during construction of the underground
Ness BRT Project were caused
San Francisco
phase of the Project; however, these delays were both avoidable and unavoidable. The
Public Utilities
City and the contractor often share responsibility for delays, and some of the delays were
primarily by avoidable setbacks in
due to third parties. Understanding the delay on this project involves looking at the
replacement of the water and sewer Commission
[August 27, 2021]
infrastructure.
contractor's initial claim for 279 days of delay and its pending claim for 344 delay days. As
to the initial claim for 279 days, the parties agreed that 135 were compensable (City's
responsibility) and 144 were noncompensable (not the City's sole responsibility). In other
words, the contractor acknowledged that it shared responsibility for more than half of the
delay days. As to the pending claim for 344 days, the contractor failed to provide the
required scheduling analysis; thus, the City has been required to undertake its own
analysis of the delay. This analysis is currently underway.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F1

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F2

The potential impact of utility
replacement on the cost and
duration of the overall project was
given insufficient consideration in the
initial planning process.

General Manager, Disagree partially
San Francisco
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

The potential impacts of utility replacement on the cost and duration of the project were
considered in pre-construction. During the design phase, the City performed potholing and
required PG&E to relocate gas mains and an electrical ductbank. Also, the City included a
standard requirement in the Specifications that the Contractor perform significant
amounts of potholing 30 days in advance of any installation. In addition, the contract
included specific allowances to cover additional or unforeseen costs related to utility
installation.   

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F3

The potential impact of utility
replacement was known to City
engineers to be a major risk, but was
only considered a moderate risk and
assigned no effective mitigation in
the official risk register.

General Manager, Disagree partially
San Francisco
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F4

Project timelines could not be
estimated accurately because
documents did not reflect the extent
and location of underground utilities
accurately.

General Manager, Disagree partially
San Francisco
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

The Contractor, City Staff, and an independent consultant cooperated in preparing the risk
register and because of the mitigation measures being taken this was classified as a
moderate risk. Several mitigation measures were included in the Specifications, such as
requiring potholing 30 days in advance of the work, and providing the contractor with
copies of deactivated utility drawings as reference documents. The Contractor failed to
perform the required potholing in a timely fashion, at times attempting to dig potholes
within hours of trenching to install utilities. Contractor's inability to properly
anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during construction was the primary contributor
Project timelines for projects with extensive underground utilities are often difficult to
estimate because no matter how extensive the pre-construction investigation, there will
always be unknowns. Contractors experienced in such work know that they must often
deal with the unexpected. The project timeline prepared during pre-construction was a
product of City staff, Contractor, and an independent consulting team based on the best
information available. As construction started, the project team realized that some thirdparty utilities, such as PG&E, provided inaccurate or incomplete information on their
existing utilities. The contract contained an action plan to instruct the contractor for
dealing with unknown utilities, as well as contingency for differing site conditions.
However, the Contractor did not take the lead in field investigation and coordination with
third party utilities, although they were contractually obligated to do so as a CM/GC. The
Contractor failed to perform the required potholing in a timely fashion per contract, at
times attempting to dig potholes within hours of trenching to install utilities.  Contractor's
inability to properly anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during construction was the
primary contributor to added contract costs and duration. Contractor's initial construction
sequencing plan was also unrealistic. All these issues contributed to an inaccurate project
timeline projection.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Practical work during preconstruction General Manager, Disagree partially Preliminary investigation undertaken such as potholing and collecting as-built drawings
that could have derisked the
San Francisco
were performed by SFMTA and the project team during the design phase. Groundpenetrating radar (GPR) during the design phase had several issues with accuracy and
subsequent construction phase of the Public Utilities
Commission
reliability of the data. Additional potholing by private utilities could have been beneficial.  
project was insufficient.
[August 27, 2021]
But the majority of the utility conflicts that resulted in additional contract time were at
intersections. Potholing within intersections typically requires the intersection to be
closed in order to provide a safe barrier for the workers from traffic. This would result in
disruptions in both traffic flow and public transit services. Given that Van Ness Avenue is a
State highway, this would have been extremely difficult to implement during preconstruction. Typically, this level of potholing is reserved for the construction phase when
traffic can be effectively closed/diverted.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F6

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F8

The effectiveness of the CMGC
contract was greatly reduced because
the general contractor was brought
into the design process too late.

General Manager, Disagree partially
San Francisco
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

While it would have been better to have the contractor on board earlier in the design
phase, the Contractor did have a year (during pre-construction) to review the construction
documents, provide comments, and familiarize itself with the conditions along the
corridor. The CMGC construction contract with the Guaranteed Maximum Price was
issued by SFMTA with the Contractor's concerns and input addressed. Since the prime did
not involve the subcontractors directly with the City in the preconstruction process the
City may not have received the full benefit of the subs' technical expertise and local
knowledge. Contractor did not make the best use of its subcontractors.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F9

Underspecification in technical
requirements led to additional costs
for work that could have been
predicted and included in the original
contract.

General Manager, Disagree partially
San Francisco
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

In an effort to continually improve our contract documents, we review the project
specifications, in particular with multi-agency projects where various sets of specifications
are merged. The Van Ness project also had the challenge of coordinating City
specifications with Caltrans requirements. Specifically, in the case of the potholing and
pedestrian control specifications, the contractor settled claims on these issues for less
than 20% of its costs incurred, illustrating that its claim arising from purported ambiguity
in the specifications had little merit. Moreover, Contractor had access to the specifications
for many months during the pre-Construction period and did not request any
clarification/changes at that time. Contractor raised issues with the technical
requirements after the construction started.   

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F11

The removal of Synergy, the
underground subcontractor, from the
project, partially as a result of poor
cost estimates, contributed to the
deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

General Manager, Disagree wholly
San Francisco
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

The City supported the contractor's decision to remove its underground utility contractor,
Synergy. The relationship only began to deteriorate when the contractor bid out Synergy's
work and received a bid substantially more than Synergy's estimate. Over a year after
Synergy was removed, Walsh filed a claim under penalty of perjury for $11.9M arising
from damages it purportedly incurred relating to Synergy's removal. That claim was
resolved by the City paying the Walsh nothing on this issue. The price difference was not
due to poor cost estimating, but to unexpected market conditions.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R1 By June 2022, the City should adopt a General Manager,
San Francisco
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that all capital project
F2, F4, feasibility plans include an itemized Public Utilities
[June 28, 2021]
F6, F9] assessment of risks to project
Commission
[August 27, 2021]
timelines and costs, which must be
accompanied with specific
procedures that will be undertaken
to mitigate those risks early in the
project.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
R2
What Lies Beneath [for F1,
F2, F3,
[June 28, 2021]
F4, F6,
F9]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Has been
implemented

Recommendation Response Text
This has been implemented for all SFPUC major capital projects and
project of particular technical complexity. (PUC)

By June 2022, the City should adopt a
policy that all capital project sponsors
publish, before proceeding to the
construction phase, an itemized
assessment of derisking activities
actually performed.

General Manager, Requires further
San Francisco
analysis
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

Speaking for the Agency and not the City as a whole, the SFPUC
believes that additional analysis is required on this
recommendation to determine how to best assess and disclose
of derisking activities.

Van Ness Avenue :
R3 By June 2022, the Board of
What Lies Beneath [for F4] Supervisors and SFPUC should review
[June 28, 2021]
and update policies and regulations
to ensure that detailed as-built
documentation of both private and
public utilities is filed after all
underground projects (whether
undertaken by SFPUC, another City
agency, or a private enterprise), with
sufficient resolution and precision to
allow accurate design of any future
work.

General Manager, Requires further
San Francisco
analysis
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

Speaking for the Agency, and not the Board of Supervisors, the
SFPUC’s standard project procedure requires the maintenance of
detailed as-built digital documentations on our recent capital
projects. However, further analysis is required regarding the
implementation of this recommendation for digital as-builts across
all underground projects for public and private utilities, such as
considering a digital repository.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R4 The Board of Supervisors should
General Manager,
What Lies Beneath [for F1, direct all City departments to adopt a San Francisco
F4, F6] policy that all projects that involve
Public Utilities
[June 28, 2021]
underground work in the City’s main Commission
corridors include, as part of the
[August 27, 2021]
design process, the use of
exploratory potholing, or another
equivalent industry best-practice to
identify unknown underground
obstructions adhering to CI/ASCE 3802 (“Standard Guideline for the
Collection and Depiction of Existing
Subsurface Utility Data“) Quality
Level A. This policy should take effect
for all contracts signed after January
1, 2022, and the work should be
required to be performed before final
construction terms or prices are
agreed to.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
R5 By June 2022, and before entering
What Lies Beneath [for F8, into future CMGC relationships, the
F11] Board of Supervisors should direct all
[June 28, 2021]
City departments to adopt, publish,
and enforce in all future contracts
industry-standard best practices for
management of CMGC projects.

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Has been
implemented

General Manager, Has been
San Francisco
implemented
Public Utilities
Commission
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Recommendation Response Text
Speaking for the Agency, and not the Board of Supervisors, the
SFPUC utilizes best practices on capital projects regarding the use of
exploratory potholing. Utility best practices dictate that small
capital projects on small streets do not require potholing.

The SFPUC is actively implementing best practices on CM/GC
projects.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The delays in completion of the Van Director, San
Disagree partially Many of the initial delays on the Project occurred during construction of the underground
Ness BRT Project were caused
Francisco
phase of the Project; however, these delays were both avoidable and unavoidable. The
Municipal
City and the contractor often share responsibility for delays, and some of the delays were
primarily by avoidable setbacks in
due to third parties. Understanding the delay on this project involves looking at the
replacement of the water and sewer Transportation
Agency
infrastructure.
contractor's initial claim for 279 days of delay and its pending claim for 344 delay days. As
[August 27, 2021]
to the initial claim for 279 days, the parties agreed that 135 were compensable (City's
responsibility) and 144 were noncompensable (not the City's sole responsibility). In other
words, the contractor acknowledged that it shared responsibility for more than half of the
delay days. As to the pending claim for 344 days, the contractor failed to provide the
required scheduling analysis; thus, the City has been required to undertake its own analysis
of the delay. This analysis is currently underway.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F1

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F2

The potential impact of utility
replacement on the cost and
duration of the overall project was
given insufficient consideration in the
initial planning process.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

The potential impacts of utility replacement on the cost and duration of the project were
considered in pre-construction. During the design phase, the City performed potholing and
required PG&E to relocate gas mains and an electrical ductbank. Also, the City included a
standard requirement in the Specifications that the Contractor perform significant
amounts of potholing 30 days in advance of any installation. In addition, the contract
included specific allowances to cover additional or unforeseen costs related to utility
installation.   

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F3

The potential impact of utility
replacement was known to City
engineers to be a major risk, but was
only considered a moderate risk and
assigned no effective mitigation in
the official risk register.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

The Contractor, City Staff, and an independent consultant cooperated in preparing the risk
register and because of the mitigation measures being taken this was classified as a
moderate risk. Several mitigation measures were included in the Specifications, such as
requiring potholing 30 days in advance of the work, and providing the contractor with
copies of deactivated utility drawings as reference documents. The Contractor failed to
perform the required potholing in a timely fashion, at times attempting to dig potholes
within hours of trenching to install utilities. Contractor's inability to properly
anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during construction was the primary contributor
to added contract costs and duration.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Project timelines could not be
Director, San
Disagree partially Project timelines for projects with extensive underground utilities are often difficult to
estimated accurately because
Francisco
estimate because no matter how extensive the pre-construction investigation, there will
always be unknowns. Contractors experienced in such work know that they must often
documents did not reflect the extent Municipal
deal with the unexpected. The project timeline prepared during pre-construction was a
and location of underground utilities Transportation
Agency
accurately.
product of City staff, Contractor, and an independent consulting team based on the best
[August 27, 2021]
information available. As construction started, the project team realized that some thirdparty utilities, such as PG&E, provided inaccurate or incomplete information on their
existing utilities. The contract contained an action plan to instruct the contractor for
dealing with unknown utilities, as well as contingency for differing site conditions.
However, the Contractor did not take the lead in field investigation and coordination with
third party utilities, although they were contractually obligated to do so as a CM/GC. The
Contractor failed to perform the required potholing in a timely fashion per contract, at
times attempting to dig potholes within hours of trenching to install utilities.  Contractor's
inability to properly anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during construction was the
primary contributor to added contract costs and duration. Contractor's initial construction
sequencing plan was also unrealistic. All these issues contributed to an inaccurate project
timeline projection.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F4

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F5

The evaluation rubric for
preconstruction contract bids
weighted cost too heavily, as
compared to technical expertise,
even after project-specific legislation
allowed for a lower weight to be
assigned to cost.

Director, San
Agree
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Such contracts should be evaluated using a best value rubric, with technical expertise
weighted high. At the time, the Agency was unable to lower the points given to cost in the
legislation submitted to the Board of Supervisors.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F6

Practical work during preconstruction
that could have derisked the
subsequent construction phase of the
project was insufficient.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

The majority of the utility conflicts that resulted in additional contract time were at
intersections. Potholing within intersections typically requires the intersection to be closed
in order to provide a safe barrier for the workers from traffic. Given that Van Ness Avenue
is a State highway, this would have been extremely difficult to occur. Typically, this level of
potholing is reserved for the construction phase when traffic can be effectively
closed/diverted. Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) during the design phase had several
issues with accuracy and reliability of the data. Recent improvements in GPR provide for a
more reliable tool for future projects.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F7

Review of preconstruction
deliverables did not sufficiently
measure the contractor’s
preparedness for construction, which
resulted in both inaccurate cost
estimates and timelines.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

It is correct that the contractor may not have adequately prepared itself for construction
during the year-long preconstruction period. For example, a careful review of the Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and the construction sequencing plan for sewer
work would have shown that the contractor was not prepared to begin work. The timeline
for underground work provided by the contractor's subcontractor during preconstruction
did not align with the timeline provided by the subcontractor who eventually performed
the work. It is unclear to what extent better preparedness by the contractor would have
resulted in more accurate cost estimates and timelines. In addition, other key issues listed
in F4 contributed to the challenge to forecast accurate cost estimates and timelines.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The effectiveness of the CMGC
Director, San
Disagree partially While it would have been better to have the contractor on board earlier in the design
phase, the Contractor did have a year (during pre-construction) to review the construction
contract was greatly reduced because Francisco
documents, provide comments, and familiarize itself with the conditions along the
the general contractor was brought Municipal
Transportation
corridor. The CMGC construction contract with the Guaranteed Maximum Price was
into the design process too late.
Agency
issued by SFMTA with the Contractor's concerns and input addressed. Since the prime did
[August 27, 2021]
not involve the subcontractors directly with the City in the preconstruction process the City
may not have received the full benefit of the subs' technical expertise and local
knowledge. Contractor did not make the best use of its subcontractors.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F8

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F9

Underspecification in technical
requirements led to additional costs
for work that could have been
predicted and included in the original
contract.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

In an effort to continually improve our contract documents, we review the project
specifications, in particular with multi-agency projects where various sets of specifications
are merged. The Van Ness project also had the challenge of coordinating City specifications
with Caltrans requirements. Specifically, in the case of the potholing and pedestrian
control specifications, the contractor settled claims on these issues for less than 20% of its
costs incurred, illustrating that its claim arising from purported ambiguity in the
specifications had little merit. Moreover, Contractor had access to the specifications for
many months during the pre-Construction period and did not request any
clarification/changes at that time. Contractor raised issues with the technical
requirements after the construction started.   

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F10

Contention over underspecified or
unclear contract terms and technical
requirements led to a deterioration in
the relationship between the City and
Walsh, the general contractor.

Director, San
Disagree wholly
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Language that was used in the contract was standard to all City contracts. The City worked
diligently to enforce the contract in a fair and reasonable manner. The contractor did not
raise any concerns about ambiguity or confusion during the year of pre-construction
services or during negotiations. The CM/GC has the responsibility to raise and resolve such
concerns during pre-construction. What actually led to deterioration in the relationship, in
the City's view, was the contractor's concerns about the bid for the utility work.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F11

The removal of Synergy, the
underground subcontractor, from the
project, partially as a result of poor
cost estimates, contributed to the
deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

Director, San
Disagree wholly
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

The City supported the contractor's decision to remove its underground utility contractor,
Synergy. The relationship only began to deteriorate when the contractor bid out Synergy's
work and received a bid substantially more than Synergy's estimate. Over a year after
Synergy was removed, Walsh filed a claim under penalty of perjury for $11.9M arising
from damages it purportedly incurred relating to Synergy's removal. That claim was
resolved by the City paying the Walsh nothing on this issue. The price difference was not
due to poor cost estimating, but to unexpected market conditions.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Finding

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Director, San
Disagree partially Once the contractor realized that its guaranteed maximum price would not cover the cost
Francisco
of the utility work, the relationship became strained and the contractor became
Municipal
uncooperative.   It appeared that the contractor was more focused on recovering the
Transportation
potential loss from the increased utility costs than performing a collaborative and
Agency
successful project. To illustrate this, the contractor hired additional personnel to focus on
[August 27, 2021]
claims, and used field staff to assist with the claims process rather than devoting resources
to the project. The contractor's lack of experienced field staff required the City to hire a
utility coordinator and other staff to facilitate the contractor's coordination with third
party utilities and to resolve basic field issues. As a CM/GC, it was the contractor's
responsibility to coordinate day-to-day activities with third party utilities. In spite of the
challenging situation, field staff maintained a professional relationship.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F12

The contentious relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City made it
difficult to resolve problems as they
arose, despite close collaboration
being one of the potential
advantages of the CMGC contract.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F13

Lack of an in-the-field point of
contact between Walsh and the City
during early stages of construction
led to delays and increased costs on
the project.

Director, San
Disagree wholly
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

The City's Resident Engineer (RE) was (and is) the point of contact with the contractor. The
RE, who has been on the Project from the beginning, along with the owner's construction
management team, have always been co-located with the contractor's team. Notably, the
high turnover of the contractor's management team made it difficult to coordinate with
the contractor, and necessitated the City bringing the contractor up to speed at various
times (and likely contributed to the delay and increased costs on the Project). The
contractor's unwillingness to pothole and perform other advance investigation in a timely
fashion contributed more to delays in resolving field challenges than any lack of City staff.
The CM/GC should lead the field fact-finding and discovery with very little owner
assistance to resolve basic field issues and coordination matters. During the construction,
City staff had to supplement the contractor's team directly, performing contractor work in
support of the overall effort and mitigate potential delays.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F14

Confusion related to the contractual
requirements for pedestrian
monitoring contributed to the
deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

The City does not believe that the contractual requirements for pedestrian monitoring and
flaggers are confusing. In the interest of public safety, the City agreed to reimburse Walsh
for pedestrian monitors if (1) the contractor provided the flaggers required under the
contract for pedestrian control and (2) the contractor provided advance notice to the City
of the need for pedestrian monitors to support the flaggers at a particular location.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R1 By June 2022, the City should adopt a Director, San
Francisco
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that all capital project
F2, F4, feasibility plans include an itemized Municipal
[June 28, 2021]
F6, F9] assessment of risks to project
Transportation
Agency
timelines and costs, which must be
[August 27, 2021]
accompanied with specific
procedures that will be undertaken
to mitigate those risks early in the
project.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Has been
implemented

Recommendation Response Text
This process is implemented for all major capital projects and
projects of particular technical complexity, and is in Section 4
(Detailed Design Phase) of the MTA's Project Operations Manual.

Van Ness Avenue :
R2
What Lies Beneath [for F1,
F2, F3,
[June 28, 2021]
F4, F6,
F9]

By June 2022, the City should adopt a
policy that all capital project sponsors
publish, before proceeding to the
construction phase, an itemized
assessment of derisking activities
actually performed.

Director, San
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Will not be
The SFMTA believes that such information may allow bidders to
implemented
take advantage of the bid process.
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

Van Ness Avenue :
R4
What Lies Beneath [for F1,
F4, F6,
[June 28, 2021]
F7]

The Board of Supervisors should
direct all City departments to adopt a
policy that all projects that involve
underground work in the City’s main
corridors include, as part of the
design process, the use of
exploratory potholing, or another
equivalent industry best-practice to
identify unknown underground
obstructions adhering to CI/ASCE 3802 (“Standard Guideline for the
Collection and Depiction of Existing
Subsurface Utility Data“) Quality
Level A. This policy should take effect
for all contracts signed after January
1, 2022, and the work should be
required to be performed before final
construction terms or prices are
agreed to.

Director, San
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

One policy for all projects is impractical. Each department
must make a determination on a project-by-project basis based on
the risk assessment. Currently, all major City projects that involve
underground work in main corridors do incorporate potholing, or
other equivalent appropriate industry practices, to identify
unknown underground obstructions. The City is also working more
closely with private utilities (e.g., PG&E, Comcast, ATT) during
design phase of major projects to account for their utilities,
whether active, deactivated, or abandoned.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R5 By June 2022, and before entering
Director, San
What Lies Beneath [for F8, into future CMGC relationships, the Francisco
F10, Board of Supervisors should direct all Municipal
[June 28, 2021]
F11, City departments to adopt, publish, Transportation
F12, and enforce in all future contracts
Agency
F13] industry-standard best practices for [August 27, 2021]
management of CMGC projects.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

SFMTA will review recommended best practices for future CM/GC
projects and apply them, as applicable and as appropriate. It is up
to the individual department to determine the applicability of "best
practices" to their projects.

Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

While it is optimal to bring in a CM/GC contractor on or before
30%, it is equally important to have a qualified, experienced
contractor who is able to provide the required services. In the case
of a horizontal CM/GC project, the technical capability and local
experience of the contractor are also important.

Van Ness Avenue :
R6 The adopted CMGC management
What Lies Beneath [for F8] policy should specifically include the
[June 28, 2021]
industry best practice of awarding
the contract before project design
continues past 30% completion.

Director, San
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue :
R7 By June 2022, the Board of
What Lies Beneath [for F5] Supervisors should amend Section
[June 28, 2021]
6.68 of the Administrative Code to
remove the mandatory cost criterion
in awarding CMGC contracts.

Director, San
Requires further
Francisco
analysis
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue :
R8
What Lies Beneath [for F7,
F9,
[June 28, 2021]
F10]

SFMTA should establish a policy for
review of technical quality of
preconstruction and design
deliverables, to be used in all CMGC
or design contracts signed after
January 2022, including in-the-field
validation of key assumptions of site
conditions by City engineers.

Director, San
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

Beginning January 1, 2022, SFMTA
should assign to every CMGC project
a dedicated in-the-field contractor
liaison to facilitate collaborative
problem resolution, and sufficient
support staff to monitor actual
progress and site conditions.

Director, San
Has been
Francisco
implemented
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

R9
[for
F12,
F13]

Recommendation Response Text

The SFMTA agrees with this recommendation, but implementation
of the recommendation resides with the Board of Supervisors.

Has not yet been A more formalized process of reviewing and commenting on preimplemented but construction deliverables would be beneficial in the future. The
will be
SFMTA will establish the policy for all future CMGC-type projects.   
implemented in the
future

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

It is a long-standing practice in the City that a Resident Engineer is
assigned prior to the start of construction on every capital project
as the single point of contact with the contractor in the field. The
Van Ness project includes a complete support staff of City
employees (SFMTA, SFPUC, DPW and consultants) to monitor
actual progress and site conditions. Future CMGC projects will
continue this practice.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R10 By June 2022, the City should adopt a Director, San
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that any public communication Francisco
F2, F6, about a planned or in-progress
Municipal
[June 28, 2021]
F9] capital project that includes
Transportation
disruption of public services or right- Agency
[August 27, 2021]
of-way should include itemized
assessments of risk to projected costs
and duration.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

R11 Beginning immediately, and in all
[for future capital or maintenance
F14] projects that require pedestrian
monitors, the City should ensure that
associated costs are either
specifically included in the primary
construction contract, or explicitly
planned for and funded by the City,
before construction begins.

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

Director, San
Has been
Francisco
implemented
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Recommendation Response Text
A majority of SFMTA projects are funded by the FTA, which requires
the project to assess and monitor project risks in construction on a
periodic basis. The department can provide a general list of project
risks in public communications, to inform the public of the project
status and projected substantial completion. Publishing itemized
costs association with changes risk or project duration could
negatively impact the bidding or negotiation process.

This recommendation has been implemented in the Van Ness BRT
Project, and will continue to be implemented in the future for all
contracts that require pedestrian monitors.
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August 24, 2021
The Honorable Samuel K. Feng
Presiding Judge, Superior Court of California, County of San Francisco
400 McAllister Street, Room 008
San Francisco, CA 94102-4512
Dear Judge Feng,
In accordance with Penal Code 933 and 933.05, the Board of Directors of the San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) responds to the 2020-2021 Civil Grand Jury Report,
Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath (Report). We would like to thank the members of the 20202021 Civil Grand Jury for their constructive feedback in the planning, design, construction, and
project management of the Van Ness Improvement Project (Project).
The SFMTA Board of Directors appreciates the time the Civil Grand Jury spent looking into this
Project and issuing the Report. We acknowledge the concerns about project delay and increased
costs and their effect on our transportation system, residents, and business owners along the
corridor, and on commuters. The Board takes this report seriously and recognizes that the City,
including the agency and our contractor, could have applied better project controls and handled
the project delivery issues more effectively. While the agency has implemented several lessons
learned from the Project with good success in recent capital projects, we acknowledge that more
work and effort are needed to improve project delivery, especially on major capital projects.
The SFMTA Board is committed to support the SFMTA staff to make necessary improvements in
project delivery. We support and agree with the Report’s recommendations to have better
contractor evaluation and selection criteria in the future to improve this important partnership and
to better achieve the desired project outcomes. To this end, at the August 17 Board Meeting, the
Board approved the attached response to the Findings and Recommendations and gave direction
to staff that there is an urgency for the SFMTA to take steps to make improvements in our project
delivery process. The Board is looking forward to working with its staff to apply the lessons
learned from this and other recent projects to improve its capital project delivery going forward.
Sincerely,

Gwyneth Borden
Chair, SFMTA Board of Directors
CC:

SFMTA Board of Directors
Jeffrey Tumlin, Director of Transportation

San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency

1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor

San Francisco, CA 94103

SFMTA.com

2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Report Title
[Publication Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F#
F1

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The delays in completion of the Van Director, San
Disagree partially Many of the initial delays on the Project occurred during
Ness BRT Project were caused
Francisco
construction of the underground phase of the Project; however,
primarily by avoidable setbacks in
Municipal
some of these delays were avoidable and some were unavoidable.
replacement of the water and sewer Transportation
The City and the contractor often share responsibility for delays,
infrastructure.
Agency
and some of the delays were due to third parties. Understanding
[August 27, 2021]
the delay on this project involves looking at the contractor's initial
claim for 279 days of delay and its pending claim for 344 delay
days. As to the initial claim for 279 days, the parties agreed that
135 were compensable (City's responsibility) and 144 were
noncompensable (not the City's sole responsibility). In other
words, the contractor acknowledged that it shared responsibility
for more than half of the delay days. As to the pending claim for
344 days, the contractor failed to provide the required scheduling
analysis; thus, the City has been required to undertake its own
analysis of the delay. This analysis is currently underway.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F2

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F3

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The potential impact of utility
Director, San
Disagree partially The SFMTA gave significant consideration to the potential impacts
replacement on the cost and
Francisco
of utility replacement during the planning process. The
duration of the overall project was
Municipal
underground utility replacement activities and its associated risks
were studied and reviewed in design and preconstruction phase
given insufficient consideration in the Transportation
Agency
initial planning process.
based on the information available and the recommendations from
[August 27, 2021]
consultants and the selected contractor. During the design phase,
the City performed some potholing and coordinated with PG&E to
relocate gas mains and an electrical ductbank. To minimize major
traffic and operational impacts, the City included a standard
requirement in the Specifications that the Contractor perform
significant amounts of potholing 30 days in advance of any
installation. The contract also included specific allowances to cover
additional or unforeseen costs related to utility installation. In
future contracts, the SFMTA agrees to consider applying more
emphasis during the planning stage regarding the impacts of utility
replacement.

The potential impact of utility
replacement was known to City
engineers to be a major risk, but was
only considered a moderate risk and
assigned no effective mitigation in
the official risk register.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

The Contractor, City Staff, and an independent consultant
cooperated in preparing the risk register and because of the
mitigation measures being taken this was classified as a moderate
risk. Several mitigation measures were included in the
Specifications, such as requiring potholing 30 days in advance of
the work, and providing the contractor with copies of deactivated
utility drawings as reference documents. The Contractor failed to
perform the required potholing in a timely fashion, at times
attempting to dig potholes within hours of trenching to install
utilities. Contractor's inability to properly
anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during construction was
the primary contributor to added contract costs and duration.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F4

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F5

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Project timelines could not be
Director, San
Disagree partially Project timelines for projects with extensive underground utilities
are often difficult to estimate because no matter how extensive the
estimated accurately because
Francisco
documents did not reflect the extent Municipal
pre-construction investigation, there will always be unknowns.
and location of underground utilities Transportation
Contractors experienced in such work know that they must often
accurately.
Agency
deal with the unexpected. The project timeline prepared during pre[August 27, 2021]
construction was a product of City staff, Contractor, and an
independent consulting team based on the best information
available. As construction started, the project team realized that
some third party utilities, such as PG&E, provided inaccurate or
incomplete information on their existing utilities. The contract
contained an action plan to instruct the contractor for dealing with
unknown utilities, as well as contingency for differing site
conditions. However, the Contractor did not take the lead in field
investigation and coordination with third party utilities, although
they were contractually obligated to do so as a CM/GC. The
Contractor failed to perform the required potholing in a timely
fashion per contract, at times attempting to dig potholes within
hours of trenching to install utilities. Contractor's inability to
properly anticipate/manage/mitigate utility issues during
construction was the primary contributor to added contract costs
and duration. Contractor's initial construction sequencing plan was
also unrealistic. All these issues contributed to an inaccurate
project timeline projection.
The evaluation rubric for
preconstruction contract bids
weighted cost too heavily, as
compared to technical expertise,
even after project-specific legislation
allowed for a lower weight to be
assigned to cost.

Director, San
Agree
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Such contracts should be evaluated using a best value rubric, with
technical expertise weighted high. At the time, the Agency was
unable to lower the points given to cost in the legislation submitted
to the Board of Supervisors
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F6

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F7

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Practical work during preconstruction Director, San
Disagree partially The majority of the utility conflicts that resulted in additional
that could have derisked the
Francisco
contract time were at intersections. Potholing within intersections
subsequent construction phase of
Municipal
typically requires the intersection to be closed in order to provide a
the project was insufficient.
Transportation
safe barrier for the workers from traffic. Given that Van Ness
Agency
Avenue is a State highway, this would have been extremely difficult
[August 27, 2021]
to occur. Typically, this level of potholing is reserved for the
construction phase when traffic can be effectively closed/diverted.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) during the design phase had
several issues with accuracy and relability of the data. Recent
improvements in GPR provide for a more reliable tool for future
projects.

Review of preconstruction
deliverables did not sufficiently
measure the contractor’s
preparedness for construction, which
resulted in both inaccurate cost
estimates and timelines.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

It is correct that the contractor may not have adequately prepared
itself for construction during the year-long preconstruction period.
The timeline for underground work provided by the contractor's
subcontractor during preconstruction did not align with the
timeline provided by the subcontractor who eventually performed
the work. It is unclear to what extent better preparedness by the
contractor would have resulted in more accurate cost estimates
and timelines. In addition, other key issues listed in F4 contributed
to the challenge to forecast accurate cost estimates and timelines.
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F8

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F9

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
The effectiveness of the CMGC
Director, San
Disagree partially While it would have been better to have the contractor on board
contract was greatly reduced because Francisco
earlier in the design phase, the Contractor did have a year (during
pre-construction) to review the construction documents, provide
the general contractor was brought Municipal
Transportation
comments, and familiarize itself with the conditions along the
into the design process too late.
Agency
corridor. The CMGC construction contract with the Guaranteed
[August 27, 2021]
Maximum Price was issued by SFMTA with the Contractor's
concerns and input addressed. Since the prime did not involve the
subcontractors directly with the City in the preconstruction process
the City may not have received the full benefit of the subs' technical
expertise and local knowledge. Contractor did not make the best
use of its subcontractors.
Underspecification in technical
requirements led to additional costs
for work that could have been
predicted and included in the original
contract.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

In an effort to continually improve our contract documents, we
review the project specifications, in particular with multi-agency
projects where various sets of specifications are merged. The Van
Ness project also had the challenge of coordinating City
specifications with Caltrans requirements. Specifically, in the case
of the potholing and pedestrian control specifications, the
contractor settled claims on these issues for less than 20% of its
costs incurred, illustrating that its claim arising from purported
ambiguity in the specifications had little merit. Moreover,
Contractor had access to the specifications for many months during
the pre-Construction period and did not request any
clarification/changes at that time. Contractor raised issues with the
technical requirements after the construction started.
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F10

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F11

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Contention over underspecified or
Director, San
Disagree wholly
Language that was used in the contract was standard to all City
unclear contract terms and technical Francisco
contracts. The City worked diligently to enforce the contract in a
requirements led to a deterioration Municipal
fair and reasonable manner. The contractor did not raise any
in the relationship between the City Transportation
concerns about ambiguity or confusion during the year of preand Walsh, the general contractor.
Agency
construction services or during negotiations. The CM/GC has the
[August 27, 2021]
responsibility to raise and resolve such concerns during preconstruction. What actually led to deterioration in the relationship
was the contractor's concerns about the bid for the utility work
being substantially higher than originally estimated and thereby
reducing its profit margin.
The removal of Synergy, the
underground subcontractor, from
the project, partially as a result of
poor cost estimates, contributed to
the deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

Director, San
Disagree wholly
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

The City supported the contractor's decision to remove its
underground utility contractor, Synergy. The relationship only
began to deteriorate when the contractor bid out Synergy's work
and received a bid substantially more than Synergy's estimate.
Over a year after Synergy was removed, Walsh filed a claim under
penalty of perjury for $11.9M arising from damages it purportedly
incurred relating to Synergy's removal. That claim was resolved by
the City paying Walsh nothing on this issue. The price difference
was not due to poor cost estimating, but to unexpected market
conditions.
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Report Title
[Publication Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F#
F12

Finding
The contentious relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City made it
difficult to resolve problems as they
arose, despite close collaboration
being one of the potential
advantages of the CMGC contract.

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Director, San
Disagree partially Once the contractor realized that its guaranteed maximum price
Francisco
would not cover the cost of the utility work, the relationship
Municipal
became strained and the contractor became uncooperative. It
Transportation
appeared that the contractor was more focused on recovering the
Agency
potential loss from the increased utility costs than performing a
[August 27, 2021]
collaborative and successful project. To illustrate this, the
contractor hired additional personnel to focus on claims, and used
field staff to assist with the claims process rather than devoting
resources to the project. The contractor's lack of experienced field
staff required the City to hire a utility coordinator and other staff to
facilitate the contractor's coordination with third party utilities and
to resolve basic field issues. As a CM/GC, it was the contractor's
responsibility to coordinate day-to-day activities with third party
utilities. In spite of the challenging situation, field staff maintained
a professional relationship.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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Report Title
[Publication Date]

F#

Finding

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F13

Lack of an in-the-field point of
contact between Walsh and the City
during early stages of construction
led to delays and increased costs on
the project.

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

F14

Confusion related to the contractual
requirements for pedestrian
monitoring contributed to the
deterioration of the relationship
between Walsh, the general
contractor, and the City.

Respondent
Assigned by CGJ Finding Response
Finding Response Text
[Response Due (Agree/ Disagree)
Date]
Director, San
Disagree wholly
The City's Resident Engineer (RE) was (and is) the point of contact
Francisco
with the contractor. The RE, who has been on the Project from the
Municipal
beginning, along with the owner's construction management team,
Transportation
have always been co-located with the contractor's team. Notably,
Agency
the high turnover of the contractor's management team made it
[August 27, 2021]
difficult to coordinate with the contractor, and necessitated the
City bringing the contractor up to speed at various times (and likely
contributed to the delay and increased costs on the Project). The
contractor's unwillingness to pothole and perform other advance
investigation in a timely fashion contributed more to delays in
resolving field challenges than any lack of City staff. The CM/GC
should lead the field fact-finding and discovery with very little
owner assistance to resolve basic field issues and coordination
matters. During the construction, City staff had to supplement the
contractor's team directly, performing contractor work in support
of the overall effort and mitigate potential delays.

Director, San
Disagree partially
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

The City does not believe that the contractual requirements for
pedestrian monitoring and flaggers are confusing. In the interest of
public safety, the City agreed to reimburse Walsh for pedestrian
monitors if (1) the contractor provided the flaggers required under
the contract for pedestrian control and (2) the contractor provided
advance notice to the City of the need for pedestrian monitors to
support the flaggers at a particular location.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Recommendation
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
Response
Recommendation Response Text
[Response Due
(Implementation)
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R1 By June 2022, the City should adopt a Director, San
Has been
Project risk assessment and mitigation are long-standing practices
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that all capital project
Francisco
implemented
that are implemented for major capital projects and projects of
[June 28, 2021]
particular technical complexity as listed in Section 4 (Detailed
F2, F4, feasibility plans include an itemized Municipal
Transportation
Design Phase) of the MTA's Project Operations Manual (POM).
F6, F9] assessment of risks to project
timelines and costs, which must be
Agency
accompanied with specific
[August 27, 2021]
procedures that will be undertaken
to mitigate those risks early in the
project.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
R2
What Lies Beneath [for F1,
[June 28, 2021]
F2, F3,
F4, F6,
F9]

By June 2022, the City should adopt a
policy that all capital project sponsors
publish, before proceeding to the
construction phase, an itemized
assessment of derisking activities
actually performed.

Director, San
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Speaking for the Agency and not the City as a whole, the SFMTA
believes that such information may allow bidders to take advantage
of the bid process, as it could allow contractors to unbalance bids
or give them an unfair advantage in negotiations.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R4 The Board of Supervisors should
Director, San
What Lies Beneath [for F1, direct all City departments to adopt a Francisco
[June 28, 2021]
Municipal
F4, F6, policy that all projects that involve
F7] underground work in the City’s main Transportation
Agency
corridors include, as part of the
[August 27, 2021]
design process, the use of
exploratory potholing, or another
equivalent industry best-practice to
identify unknown underground
obstructions adhering to CI/ASCE 3802 (“Standard Guideline for the
Collection and Depiction of Existing
Subsurface Utility Data“) Quality
Level A. This policy should take effect
for all contracts signed after January
1, 2022, and the work should be
required to be performed before final
construction terms or prices are
agreed to.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
R5
What Lies Beneath [for F8,
[June 28, 2021]
F10,
F11,
F12,
F13]

By June 2022, and before entering
into future CMGC relationships, the
Board of Supervisors should direct all
City departments to adopt, publish,
and enforce in all future contracts
industry-standard best practices for
management of CMGC projects.

Director, San
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)

Recommendation Response Text

Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

Speaking for the Agency, and not the Board of Supervisors, the
SFMTA believes that one policy for all projects, across all
departments, is impractical. Each department must make a
determination on a project-by-project basis based on the risk
assessment. Currently, all major City projects that involve
underground work in main corridors do incorporate potholing, or
other equivalent appropriate industry practices to identify
unknown underground obstructions. The City also works closely
with private utilities (e.g., PG&E, Comcast, ATT) during design phase
of major projects to account for their utilities, whether active,
deactivated, or abandoned.

Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

"Best practices" are a list of general recommendations based on
general industry practices. Speaking for the Agency, and not the
Board of Supervisors, the SFMTA will review recommended best
practices for future CM/GC projects and apply them, as applicable
and as appropriate. It is up to the individual department to
determine the applicability of "best practices" to their projects.

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R6 The adopted CMGC management
Director, San
What Lies Beneath [for F8] policy should specifically include the Francisco
[June 28, 2021]
industry best practice of awarding
Municipal
the contract before project design
Transportation
continues past 30% completion.
Agency
[August 27, 2021]
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)

Recommendation Response Text

Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

While it is optimal to bring in a CM/GC contractor on or before
30%, it is equally important to have a qualified, experienced
contractor who is able to provide the required services. In the case
of a horizontal CM/GC project, the technical capability and local
experience of the contractor are also important.

Van Ness Avenue :
R7 By June 2022, the Board of
What Lies Beneath [for F5] Supervisors should amend Section
[June 28, 2021]
6.68 of the Administrative Code to
remove the mandatory cost criterion
in awarding CMGC contracts.

Director, San
Requires further
Francisco
analysis
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue :
R8
What Lies Beneath [for F7,
[June 28, 2021]
F9,
F10]

SFMTA should establish a policy for
review of technical quality of
preconstruction and design
deliverables, to be used in all CMGC
or design contracts signed after
January 2022, including in-the-field
validation of key assumptions of site
conditions by City engineers.

Director, San
Francisco
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

Beginning January 1, 2022, SFMTA
should assign to every CMGC project
a dedicated in-the-field contractor
liaison to facilitate collaborative
problem resolution, and sufficient
support staff to monitor actual
progress and site conditions.

Director, San
Has been
Francisco
implemented
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

R9
[for
F12,
F13]

The SFMTA agrees with this recommendation, but implementation
of the recommendation resides with the Board of Supervisors.

Has not yet been A more formalized process of reviewing and commenting on preimplemented but construction deliverables would be beneficial in the future. The
will be
SFMTA will establish the policy for all future CMGC-type projects.
implemented in the
future

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

It is a long-standing practice in the City that a Resident Engineer is
assigned prior to the start of construction on every capital project
as the single point of contact with the contractor in the field. The
Van Ness project includes a complete support staff of City
employees (SFMTA, SFPUC, PW and consultants) to monitor actual
progress and site conditions. Future CMGC projects will continue
this practice.
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2020-21 CIVIL GRAND JURY FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESPONSES TO FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Respondent
Assigned by CGJ
Recommendation
[Response Due
Date]
Van Ness Avenue :
R10 By June 2022, the City should adopt a Director, San
What Lies Beneath [for F1, policy that any public communication Francisco
[June 28, 2021]
Municipal
F2, F6, about a planned or in-progress
Transportation
F9] capital project that includes
disruption of public services or right- Agency
[August 27, 2021]
of-way should include itemized
assessments of risk to projected costs
and duration.
Report Title
R#
[Publication Date] [for F#]

Van Ness Avenue :
What Lies Beneath
[June 28, 2021]

R11
[for
F14]

Beginning immediately, and in all
future capital or maintenance
projects that require pedestrian
monitors, the City should ensure that
associated costs are either
specifically included in the primary
construction contract, or explicitly
planned for and funded by the City,
before construction begins.

Recommendation
Response
(Implementation)
Will not be
implemented
because it is not
warranted or is not
reasonable

Director, San
Has been
Francisco
implemented
Municipal
Transportation
Agency
[August 27, 2021]

Van Ness Avenue: What Lies Beneath

Recommendation Response Text
A majority of SFMTA projects are funded by the FTA, which requires
the project to assess and monitor project risks in construction on a
periodic basis. The department can provide a general list of project
risks in public communications, to inform the public of the project
status and projected substantial completion. Publishing itemized
costs association with changes risk or project duration could
negatively impact the bidding or negotiation process.

This recommendation has been implemented in the Van Ness BRT
Project, and will continue to be implemented in the future for all
contracts that require pedestrian monitors.
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